Hello and Happy Holidays!
As we enter this year’s holiday season, our office is providing the 2019 Holiday Consumer
Protection Guide to help Floridians be informed and equipped with consumer tips and product
safety information. This time of year is a time of joy and giving, but we must stay vigilant to protect
ourselves and our loved ones from recalled products and charity scams.
Our guide offers an array of consumer tips—from protecting yourself when making online
purchases to avoiding charity scams. It also includes a list of items recalled by the U.S. Consumer
Products Safety Commission in the past year. During the holiday rush, Floridians are purchasing
large amounts of toys and household goods, so we have compiled a list of these recently recalled
items that are particularly risky to children and teens. I hope all Floridians will familiarize
themselves with this guide, so that together we can build a stronger, safer Florida.
If you have questions about the guide, contact our Citizens Services hotline at 1-866-9-NO-SCAM,
or visit our website at www.MyFloridaLegal.com. More information on recalls and a list of recalled
items year-round can be found at www.CPSC.gov/en/Recalls.
Wishing you a safe and happy holiday season!
Sincerely,

Ashley Moody
Attorney General
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Shopping Tips for the Holiday Season
As so many purchases are made for and during the holiday season, it is a time to be particularly
mindful of ways purchases can cost more than expected. Below are tips to keep your money safe
while getting the most out of it.
v When shopping online it is often wise to pay with a credit card instead of a debit
card, if possible. Both payment methods allow you to dispute a charge if the
merchandise never arrives or is different from what was ordered. However, with a
debit card, the purchase is already deducted from your bank account and it may take
days or weeks for your bank to reverse the charge.
v When ordering online, ensure that the web browser has a secure connection before
inputting or submitting payment information. In the address bar, a padlock should
appear if your session is secure.
v Some debit and credit card providers offer one-time card numbers to be used for
online transactions to further protect their cardholders. Log in to your account or
contact your card provider to see if it offers this service.
v When shopping online there are often additional costs such as shipping and
handling. Be sure to account for such additional charges when comparing prices
across retailers or when making the choice between an online purchase or an instore purchase.
v Keep your receipts and be sure you understand retailers’ return policies and periods
so you can return any unwanted item(s) for a full refund.
v Some retailers offer layaway plans or other payment options to allow shoppers to pay
for items in installments or at a later date. Before agreeing to such a plan, be sure to
ask whether the retailer charges a fee for its program and whether payments and any
fees are refundable if the purchase is canceled or returned.
v When purchasing gift cards, check whether there is an additional activation fee,
and provide the activation receipt to the recipient. Additionally, consider the
retailer’s financial situation before buying a gift card. If the retailer closes or declares
bankruptcy, the recipient may not be able enjoy the card’s value.
v Shop with retailers that you are familiar with or have done business with in the past.
If shopping with a new retailer, check with the Better Business Bureau at
www.bbb.org to determine whether other customers have filed complaints against
them.
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Tips for Charitable Giving
While the holiday season is a time for kind and generous deeds, scam artists may seek to take
advantage of this spirit of giving. Below are tips to help ensure your charitable dollars do the most
good this season.
v Before donating, ensure that the charity is registered and eligible to solicit in the
State of Florida. Check to see if the charity is registered with the Florida Department
of Agriculture and Consumer Services at www.FDACS.gov/ConsumerServices or by
calling 1-800-HELP-FLA (1-800-435-7352).
v Additionally, be sure you understand how much of a donation will actually go
toward charitable programs, as opposed to administrative and fundraising expenses.
To learn about a registered charity’s spending, visit
www.FDACS.gov/ConsumerServices and click on “Check-A-Charity” to ensure that
its spending aligns with your values. Also, Charity Navigator at
www.CharityNavigator.org and GuideStar at www.Guidestar.org assess and evaluate
charities by providing information regarding the charity’s mission, programs, and
finances.
v Do your homework and review any charitable solicitation carefully. Search online to
see what others may be saying about the charity. You may also visit
www.FDACS.gov/ConsumerServices and use the “Business/Complaint Lookup,”
check with the Better Business Bureau’s Wise Giving Alliance at www.Give.org, or
visit www.CharityNavigator.org to determine whether the charity has any complaints
against it.
v Do not give your credit card number or bank account information to someone who
has called or emailed you unsolicited. If you are interested in donating to a charity
that has contacted you, ask them to mail you information about the charity and a
pledge form. Legitimate charities should have no problem with this request.
v Watch out for similar sounding charities. It is not unusual for sham charities to
choose names that sound like the names of legitimate, widely-known charities.
v Know the difference between tax exempt and tax deductible. An organization that
is tax exempt does not have to pay taxes, but this does not necessarily mean that a
contribution you have made to it is tax deductible. To check whether an organization
is eligible to receive tax-deductible contributions, visit https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos/.
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Product Recalls
With so many purchases made in anticipation of and throughout the holidays, it is more
important than ever to be vigilant about the safety of the products brought into your home. What
follows is a compilation of 2018-2019 U.S. product recalls in an easy-to-use guide that I hope you
will consult as you give and receive items this holiday season.
The guide reproduces details about recalled toys, baby items, sporting and recreational goods,
furniture, and household products that are either designed for or pose a particular risk to
children and teenagers. These items were among the more than 200 products recalled by
the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission between November 15, 2018, and October
31, 2019. For more information regarding these products or for a comprehensive list of all
product recalls, please visit www.CPSC.gov.
Dangerous and defective products are the subject of recalls every year. When a product is
recalled, the law requires manufacturers and retailers to remove the products from their
shelves. However, products subject to recall sometimes slip by undetected and remain on
shelves. Others may have been purchased before a recall was even issued. And, many products
often continue to be offered for sale through online reseller websites well after a recall has
been announced. Therefore, it is always important to do your research to make sure that the
products you are buying or bringing into your home are safe and free of defect.
Taking a few minutes now to peruse this collection of recalled items will ensure a safer and
more enjoyable holiday for you and yours.
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Baby and Toddler
Goods
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Skip Hop Tuo Convertible High Chairs
Hazard: The legs on the high chair can detach from the
seat, posing fall and injury hazards to children.
This recall involves Skip Hop’s Tuo convertible high
chairs with charcoal gray or silver/white with clouds
fabric. They have a reversible seat pad, removable tray,
5-point harness, beechwood footrest and legs. The
high chairs can be converted into a toddler chair. One
of the following style numbers and corresponding
date code can be found on the back of the recalled
chairs: Style number 304200 (charcoal grey) with date
codes HH5/2017, HH6/2017, HH7/2017, HH8/2017, HH9/2017, HH092717, HH030518,
HH05182018, and HH05312018; or style number 304201 (silver/white with clouds) with date
codes HH092917 and HH010518. These high chairs were sold in stores nationwide and online
at Amazon.com and SkipHop.com for about $160.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled high chairs and contact Skip
Hop at 888-282-4674 for a full refund or an e-gift card of equal value.

Hot Mom Bed Rails
Hazard: The bed rails fail to meet the federal mandatory standard for portable bed rails,
posing entrapment and suffocation hazards to young children.
This recall involves bed rails with model number Boom09. Hot Mom is printed on the bottom
right corner of the bed rail. They measure approximately 59 inches long by 2 inches deep by
25 inches high. They have a plastic perimeter with two mesh centers and are sold with a light
blue and white cover. These rails were sold online at Amazon.com for about $60.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bed rails and contact Hot
Mom at 855-723-3893 to return them for a full refund.
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IKEA MATVRA Infant Bibs
Hazard: The snap on the bibs can detach, posing a
choking hazard to young children.
This recall involves the MATVRÅ bibs for infants sold
in a two pack with one blue and one red bib with a
snap at the back of the neck. The blue bib has a green
seam along the outside with white polka dots. The red
bib has a yellow seam along the outside with red polka
dots. MATVRA, IKEA and the IKEA logo are printed
on a white tag on the back of the bib. These bibs were
sold exclusively at IKEA stores nationwide and online
at IKEA-USA.com for about $2.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bibs and return them to any
IKEA store for a full refund.

Kids II Rocking Sleepers
Hazard: Infant fatalities have occurred in the Rocking Sleepers, after the infants rolled from
their back to their stomach while unrestrained, or under other circumstances.
All models of Kids II Rocking Sleepers are included in this recall. A full list of the names and
model numbers affected is below:
Style Number
10081
10126
10127
10148
10178
10289
10292
10320
10380
10568
10729
10872
10888
6

Product Name
Bright Starts Playtime To Bedtime Rocking Sleeper
Rock & Dream Sleeper - Iggy
Ingenuity Rock And Dream Sleeper Lucy
Ingenuity Moonlight Rocking Sleeper Cuddle Giraffe
Bright Starts Pretty In Pink Playtime To Bedtime Rocking Sleeper
Ingenuity Smartrock Poweradapt Sleeper Cambridge
Ingenuity Rock N’ Soothe Sleeper Dayton
Automatic Rock 'N Soothe Sleeper - Cuddle Lamb
Ingenuity Moonlight Rocking Sleeper Cuddle Lion
Ingenuity Soothing Light Rocking Sleeper Vesper
Bright Starts Toucan Tango Rocking Sleeper
Ingenuity Moonlight Rocking Sleeper Zoo Zoo Zebra
DreamComfort Automatic Rocking Sleeper - Whitley
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Style Number
10890
11021
11022
11063
11164
11171
11357
11429
11714
11792
11894
11895
11962
12115
60130
60131
60163
60327
60328
60331
60401
60600
60635

Product Name
DreamComfort Soothing Light Rocking Sleeper - Addington
Bright Starts Rocking Sleeper Jungle Bursts
Bright Starts Pretty In Pink Rocking Sleeper Jungle Blooms
Rock n' Soothe Sleeper - Moxley
Ingenuity Moonlight Rocking Sleeper Lullaby Lion
Ingenuity Rock N’ Soothe Sleeper SUNNY SNUGGLES
Ingenuity Rock N’ Soothe Sleeper DAYTON
Ingenuity Dream Comfort Automatic Rocking Sleeper Braden
DreamComfort Automatic Rocking Sleeper - Anders
Automatic Rock 'n Soothe Sleeper - Nolan
Bright Starts ROCKING SLEEPER - JUNGLE GARDEN
Bright Starts ROCKING SLEEPER - EVENING SAFARI
Automatic Rock 'n Soothe Sleeper - Flora the Unicorn
Automatic Rock N Soothe Sleeper – Nolan - Display
Taggies Snuggle Me Sleeper Nestling Vine
Bright Starts Playtime To Bedtime Sleeper
Bright Starts Pretty In Pink Playtime To Bedtime Sleeper
Ingenuity Moonlight Rocking Sleeper Deluxe Emerson
Disney Baby/Bright Starts Bows & Butterflies Sleeper Minnie Mouse
Ingenuity Moonlight Rocking Sleeper Lullaby Lamb
Bright Starts Playtime To Bedtime Sleeper Playful Pinwheels
Ingenuity Moonlight Rocking Sleeper Deluxe Winslow
Ingenuity Moonlight Rocking Sleeper Deluxe Seneca

These sleepers were sold at retailers
nationwide and online for between $40
and $80.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately
stop using the product and contact Kids II
at 1-866-869-7954 for a refund or voucher.
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Fisher Price Rock ‘n Play Sleeper
Hazard: Infant fatalities have occurred in Rock ‘n Play
Sleepers, after the infants rolled from their back to their
stomach or side while unrestrained, and under other
circumstances.
This recall involves all Rock ‘n Play Sleepers. These sleepers
were sold at major retailers nationwide and online for about
$40 to $149.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
product and contact Fisher-Price at 866-812-6518 for a refund
or voucher.

Fisher-Price Inclined Sleeper Accessory sold with Ultra-Lite
Day & Night Play Yards
Hazard: Infant fatalities have been reported while
using other inclined sleep products, after the infants
rolled from their back to their stomach or side while
unrestrained, and under other circumstances.
This recall involves the inclined sleeper accessory sold
with all Ultra-Lite Day & Night Play Yards with model
numbers CBV60, CHP86, CHR06, CJK24, and DJD11.
The model number is located on the fabric label inside
of the play yard and on the fabric label on the back
of the inclined sleeper pad. The product is a portable
play yard with inclined sleeper and changing station
clutch accessories and a carry bag. The inclined sleeper
accessory is the only portion of the product that is being
recalled. These were sold at retailers nationwide and online for between $90 and $110.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the inclined sleeper accessory and
contact Fisher-Price at 800-432-5437 for a refund or voucher. Consumers can continue to
use the play yard portion of the product without the inclined sleeper accessory and can also
continue to use the changing station clutch accessory and carry bag.
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Loviebee Swaddle Security Blankets
Hazard: The blanket’s snaps can detach, posing a
choking hazard.
This recall involves Swaddle Bee’s Loviebee security
blankets for infants. The blankets were sold in
blue/gray, blue/white, pink/gray and pink/white
color combinations with optional personalized
embroidery. They have a polyester pinky fabric on
one side and velour on the other side and measure
about 16 by 16 inches. The blankets have two straps
with a metal snap at the end of each strap and the
body of the blanket to attach the blanket to a stroller, crib, car seat, or wrist. The Swaddle Bee
logo is on a sewn-on tag attached to the corner of the blanket. These blankets were sold online
for about $24.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled blankets and take them
away from children. Consumers should contact Swaddle Bee at 800-643-7044 to receive a full
refund.

London Bridge Infant Sock and Wrist Rattle Sets
Hazard: Rattles sewn inside the socks and wristbands can detach,
posing a choking hazard to young children.
This recall involves a set of matching baby socks and wristband
which contain a small rattle sewn inside the wristband and the toe of
each sock. The sets were sold in various colors and styles, including
strawberry, ladybug, animals and sports themes. The product is labeled
for ages 0-6 months. The hang tag on the product has the London
Bridge name and logo and ‘Baby Wrist Rattle and Rattle Sock Set 0-6 months.’ The back of the
hang tag includes fiber content and care information, Batch #608315, Date code October 2018
and the Item # (LB5000, LB5001, LB5002, LB5003, LB5004, LB5005, LB5006, or LB5007).
These sets were sold in stores nationwide for about $7.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the sock and rattle sets, take them away
from children and return them to the store where it was purchased or contact London Bridge
at 800-653-5048 to receive a full refund.
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Eddie Bauer Slumber and Soothe Rock Bassinet/Rocker; Disney
Baby Doze and Dream Bassinet/Rocker
Hazard: Infant fatalities have been reported while using
other inclined sleep products, after the infants rolled from
their back to their stomach or side while unrestrained, and
under other circumstances.
This recall involves the Eddie Bauer Slumber and Soothe
Bassinet/Rocker with model number BT055CSY and the
Disney Baby Doze and Dream Bassinet/Rocker with model
number BT071DHS. The model numbers are located on a
label on the underneath side of the fabric of the inclined
sleeper pad. The inclined sleepers are rectangular shaped
with a soft bottom, cushioned fabric, and they stand
approximately two feet off the floor. They are designed for sleeping or napping infants from
birth to six months of age. The Eddie Bauer Slumber and Sooth Bassinet/Rocker is beige. The
Disney Baby Doze and Dream Bassinet/Rocker is purple. These rockers were sold in stores
and online for about $60.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the inclined sleepers and contact Dorel
at 877-657-9546 for a refund in the form of a $60 voucher.

Boppy Infant Head and Neck Support Accessories
Hazard: The head support area can be overstuffed and cause the infant’s
head to be tilted too far forward, posing a suffocation hazard.
This recall involves Boppy Head and Neck support sold in two styles:
Ebony Floral and Heathered Gray with model numbers 4150114 and
4150117. The model number is printed on the fabric label on the back of
the head support. The product is an accessory to be used in infant swings,
bouncers and strollers. These accessories were sold in stores and online for
about $20.
Remedy: Consumer should immediately stop using the head support and
contact The Boppy Company at 888-772-6779 for a full refund.
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Stokke Steps Bouncer
Hazard: The Stokke Steps Bouncer can detach from the Stokke
Steps Chair, posing a fall hazard to the child in the Bouncer.
This recall includes Stokke Steps Bouncers. The bouncers are a
part of Stokke Steps all-in-one modular seating system and can
be used in combination with the Stokke Steps Chair from birth
up to the age of about six months. The Stokke Steps Bouncers
have a plastic arm and fabric seat and measure about 31 inches
by 25 inches by 21 inches. Stokke is printed on the care label
and the law tag on the bottom of the recalled bouncers. The
item and serial numbers are printed on the tracking label found
underneath the bouncer seat plastic frame. Only Stokke Steps
Bouncers with one of the following item numbers and with a serial number found at
https://reclamations.stokke.com/stepsbouncer are included in this recall: 483201, 483202,
483203, 483204, and 483205. These were sold in stores nationwide and online for about $200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the Stokke Steps Bouncer in
combination with the Stokke Steps Chair and contact Stokke at 877-978-6553 for a free repair
kit.

BOB Jogging Strollers
Hazard: The modified thru-bolt on the
front wheel can fracture, allowing the
wheel to detach from the stroller which
poses fall and injury hazards to children
in the stroller and adults operating the
stroller.
This recall involves the modified thru-bolt
axle provided by Britax free of charge as one of the available incentives to eligible consumers
in connection with the BOB Information Campaign announced on January 10, 2019. The
model number of the modified thru-bolt axle is S11393700 and it was manufactured for use
with BOB Jogging Strollers made between 1/1/2009 to 9/30/2015.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the modified thru-bolt axle installed on
the front wheel of their BOB jogging stroller and contact Britax at 888-427-4829. Consumers
who have participated in the BOB Information Campaign, and have already been contacted
by Britax, will automatically receive a replacement thru-bolt.
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Crate and Barrel Activity Push Walkers
Hazard: Walkers can be damaged over time exposing
sharp points and small parts, posing choking and
laceration hazards to small children.
This recall involves Crate and Barrel Activity Push
Walkers also known as Baby Push Walkers used to aid
toddlers learning how to walk. The wooden recalled
walkers stand about 17 inches high on four wheels
and include a variety of integrated child development
activities on their face. The SKU Number 124-248
can be found on a white 1-square-inch sticker on
the bottom of the walkers. These walkers were sold
exclusively at CrateandBarrel.com for about $100.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled push walkers, put it out of
reach of young children and contact Crate and Barrel at 800-451-8217 for a full refund.
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Children’s Clothing
and Accessories
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Meijer Falls Creek Kids Infant and Toddler Hoodies
Hazard: The zipper slider can detach from the hoodie, posing
a choking hazard.
This recall involves Falls Creek Kids branded children’s zip up
hoodies sold in five color styles in sizes 12M, 18M, 24M, 2T,
3T, 4T and 5T. The color styles are as follows: navy with white
and orange striped sleeves, teal with white and navy striped
sleeves, gray with a football play graphic, olive green with a
bear graphic, and heather grey with a ruffle trim. “Falls Creek
Kids” and “Made in China” are printed on the collar. The
tracking number is printed on a sewn-in label on the inner
side seam. Affected tracking numbers are MAY 2018 17677, MAY 2018 17506, and AUGUST
2018 17932. These hoodies were sold at Meijer stores nationwide for about $14.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled hoodies away from children, stop
using them, and return them to any Meijer store for a full refund.

The Company Store Children’s Robes
Hazard: The children’s robes fail to meet the federal flammability
standard for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injuries
to children.
This recall involves The Company Store children’s 100% cotton
terry robes. They were sold in sizes XS, S, M, L and XL in the
following colors: blue, green, gray, orange, pink, purple, red
and white. The long-sleeved, hooded robes have two front
pockets and two side seam belt loops with a matching belt.
“The Company Store,” “RN#120962” and a tracking number
beginning with either “CS3981DR,” “CS0981DR” or “28738” are
printed on a sewn-in neck label. These robes were sold online at
TheCompanyStore.com for about $60.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled robes
away from children, stop using them and contact The Company Store at 800-273-7702 for a
full refund.
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The Children’s Place Infant Snowsuits
Hazard: The metal snaps on the snowsuit can detach, posing a
choking hazard to children.
This recall involves girls’ infant snowsuits sold in infant sizes
0 to 18 months. The recalled snowsuits were sold in two styles
and three colors/patterns. The style number is printed on a
label sewn in to the side seam. Affected style numbers are
2111187 and 2111188, in floral, ladybug, or pale pink with
hearts patterns. The snowsuits have matching print hoods with
small ears, detachable mittens and a zipper down the front
of the suit covered with a fabric snap flap at the chest. These
snowsuits were sold at The Children’s Place stores nationwide
and online at ChildrensPlace.com for about $50.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the snowsuits away from children, stop using
them, and return them to any The Children’s Place store for a full refund.

Cat and Jack Unicorn Boots
Hazard: The unicorn horn on the boot can detach posing
a choking hazard to children.
This recall includes the Cat & Jack “Chiara” toddlers’
unicorn boots in sizes 5-13, and size 1. The boots are
white with silver shimmer and white faux fur lining. The
unicorn’s horn and inner ears are silver glitter. At the base
of the unicorn’s horn is pink, purple, and blue faux fur.
The back and sides of the boots contain multi-colored
stripes. The model numbers are located on the inside
tag of the boot. The recalled model numbers begin with
TARGET0930156XX, where XX corresponds to a specific boot size. These boots were sold in
Target stores nationwide and online for about $27.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled boots away from children and
return them to any Target store for a full refund.
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Infant Cheetah Fur Jackets
Hazard: The jacket’s snaps can detach, posing a
choking hazard to young children.
This recall involves a faux fur mid-weight
jacket sold in infant sizes 12 to 24 months. The
underside of the jacket’s label contains the printed
style number C2185125-CT or C218525. Amerex
Group is printed on a label underneath the
washing instructions label. These jackets were sold
in stores nationwide and online for about $65.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the
recalled jacket away from children, stop using it and contact Amerex Group at 800-230-3418
for a full refund.

Baby Rattle Socks
Hazard: Small ornaments can detach from the socks,
posing a choking hazard to young children.
This recall involves various styles of Midwest Gift
brand Baby Rattle Socks - Perfect Pair. The socks are
100% cotton and have an animal or character sewn
onto the toe of the socks, including a snowman,
reindeer, whale, flamingo, tiger, or shark. The socks
were sold in children’s sizes 0 to 12 months. These
socks were sold at gift stores nationwide for about
$10.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take
the recalled socks away from children and contact
Midwest-CBK at 800-394-4225 for a full refund.
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Ragdoll & Rockets Children’s Loungewear
Hazard: The children’s loungewear fails to meet the flammability
standards for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injuries to
children.
This recall involves five styles of children’s 100 percent micro
polyester fleece sleepwear. The recalled sleepwear was sold in sizes
2 through 6 and S through XL. The recalled styles include a onepiece, hooded and footed children’s onesie, pants with waistband
drawstring, shorts, long-sleeved crew top and, ‘Cozy Baby Onesie.”
The recalled loungewear was sold in the following sixteen prints: Big
Stars, Elephant, Ghost Glow, Happy Feet, Hello Bunny, Kitty, Love
Paws, Lush Dots, Moon and Stars, Owl, Panda, Pineapple, Polar
Bear, Rainbow Glow, Snowman and Winter Deer. The loungewear
styles have the following production codes on the care label inside the garment: L47/1705,
LPJ/1806 or L47/1710. This loungewear was sold in stores and online for between $16 and
$28.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled loungewear, take it away
from children and contact Ragdoll & Rockets at 888-669-9313 for instructions on receiving a
full refund.

Go Couture Children’s Loungewear
Hazard: The children’s loungewear sets fail to meet the federal
flammability standard for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn
injuries to children.
This recall involves Go Couture children’s loungewear sets. The sets
are made of 47% polyester, 47% rayon and 6% spandex blended
knit with a long-sleeve top and pant set. The long-sleeve top has
a Henley neckline. The pants have an elastic waist band and a
ribbed cuff at the ankle. The loungewear sets were available in
pink and blue and sold in children’s sizes 12 months to 12 years.
“GoCotureKids” is printed inside the garment on the neck label.
This loungewear was sold in stores and online for about $38.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled loungewear and contact Go
Couture at 800-261-6899 for a full refund.
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H&M Children’s Bathrobes
Hazard: The children’s hooded bathrobes fail to meet the
flammability standard for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of
burn injuries to children.
This recall involves H&M children’s hooded bathrobes. The
affected robes come in two styles, and both are 100% cotton.
The first style comes in gray with the inside lining in either
white and pink or white and blue. The robe comes in sizes for
6 months to 3 years old and has a button closure on the righthand side of the chest. The second style comes in sizes for 6-12
months, is white with an embroidered cat’s face on the hood,
two ears attached to the top, and a belt. These robes were sold
online at HM.com for between $25 and $30.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the bathrobes and contact H&M at
855-466-7467 for a full refund and a $20 gift card.

Cat & Jack “Lilia” Rain Boots
Hazard: The unicorn horn on the rain boot can
detach, posing a choking hazard to young children.
This recall includes the Cat & Jack “Lilia” toddlers’
unicorn rain boots in sizes 5-12. The boots are fuchsia
with a white unicorn. The horn on the unicorn’s
head and mane on the back of the boot are fuchsia,
orange, yellow, green, and blue. The model numbers
are located on the inside tag of the boot. The affected
model numbers include 093-10-4311, 093-10-4312,
093-10-4313, 093-10-4314, 093-10-4315, 093-10-4316,
093-10-4317, and 093-10-4318. These boots were sold
at Target stores nationwide and online for about $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled rain boots away from children and
return them to any Target store for a full refund.
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American Apparel Children’s Sleep Sacks
Hazard: The children’s sleep sacks fail to meet the flammability
standard for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injuries
to children.
This recall involves an American Apparel brand Baby Rib
Collection children’s 100% cotton and 90% cotton and 10%
polyester-blended knit sleep sacks. They were sold in size 6-12
months and in the following colors: black, green, gray, light
blue, navy, pink, red and white. American Apparel and Baby Rib
Collection are printed on a neck label. Made in Honduras and
the size are printed on another neck label. These sleep sacks were
sold online at AmericanApparel.com for between $15 and $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled sleep
sacks away from children, stop using them, and contact American Apparel at 833-222-7760
for a full refund or a replacement product of similar value.

Aegean Apparel Children’s Robes and Pajama Pants
Hazard: The children’s sleepwear garments fail to meet the
flammability standard for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn
injuries to children.
This recall involves Aegean Apparel children’s robes and pajama pants.
The robe is a 100 percent polyester micro fleece. It is hooded with long
sleeves, a belt sewn into the back and two front pockets. The robe is
light green with a gray and orange cat print with cat ears sewn onto
the robe’s hood. The pajama pants are 100 percent polyester in white
with a black and gray dog wearing a Santa hat print. Both garments
were sold in children’s sizes small through extra-large and have “Kings
n Queens by Aegean Apparel” on its label. These were sold online at
AegeanApparel.com for about $30 for the pants and $60 for the robe.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled sleepwear away from children and
contact Aegean Apparel at 800-864-9403 for a full refund.
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The Company Girl’s Pajama Sets
Hazard: The pajama sets fail to meet the federal
flammability standard for children’s sleepwear, posing a
risk of burn injuries to children.
This recall involves The Company Store’s girl’s 100%
cotton flannel, two-piece pajama sets which also come in
matching sets for women and dolls. The pajama sets were
sold in sizes 2T through size 14/16 and in the following
prints: Unicorn, hedgehog and snowflake. The Company
Store, RN#120962, 037114-21018-LOT and style 65002B
are printed on a sewn-in neck label. These sets were sold
online for about $50.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the
recalled pajamas away from children and contact The Company Store at 800-655-0355 for a
full refund.

Just Love Children’s Pajama Pants
Hazard: The pajama sets fail to meet the federal flammability
standard for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injuries to
children.
This recall involves Prince of Sleep-branded children’s 100 percent
micro polyester fleece pajama pants. They were sold in a green
football print in sizes 4 through 14/16. Prince of Sleep and the size
are printed on the waistband’s top sewn-in label. GPU 12001 and
FPU 10001 are printed on the label underneath. These pants were
sold online for between $6 and $13.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled pajama
pants away from children and contact Just Love Fashion at
888-330-9632 for instructions on receiving a full refund.
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H&M Children’s Pajamas
Hazard: The children’s pajama sets fail to meet the flammability
standard for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injuries
to children.
This recall involves two styles of children’s 100 percent cotton
knit, long-sleeve top and pant pajama sets. The pajamas were
sold in sizes 2 through 10. The first style was sold as a set of
two pajamas. The recalled tops from this set include: a pink
long-sleeve top with a dog’s face screen-printed onto the front,
and two extended 3D fabricated ears. The gray long-sleeve top
includes a pink bow trim located at the neckline, a pink heart
screen-printed on the left chest and is paired with long pants
(pink and polka dot print.) Both the top with the dog’s face
and the gray top with the pink bow are being recalled. The product code for this pajama set
is 0494860. The second style was sold as a single set. The recalled top is a white long-sleeve
top with a cat’s face screen-printed on the front with two extended 3D fabricated ears, paired
with long white polka dot pants. Only the top is included in this recall. The product code for
this pajama set is 0537645. The seven-digit product (P/N) number is located on the wash care
label inside the garment. These pajamas were sold at H&M stores nationwide and online at
HM.com for between $14.99 and $24.99.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled pajama tops and contact
H&M at 855-466-7467 for a full refund, plus a $20 gift card.

SAMpark Children’s Pajamas
Hazard: The pajamas fail to meet the federal flammability standard
for children’s sleepwear that requires sleepwear to be either snugfitting or flame resistant, posing a risk of burn injuries to children.
This recall includes children’s 100 percent cotton knit, two-piece
short-sleeve top and pant pajama sets. The pajama sets were sold
in sizes 6 to 12 months through size 10Y. The recalled pajama sets
were manufactured in India and came in the following prints:
Acrofish Neon, Crab, Elephant, Jellyfish, Mooch, Monkey, and
Seahorse. A sewn-in neck label states “almirah www.almirah.com.”
These pajamas were sold at children’s boutiques, including Elegant
Child and Matilda’s stores, for about $30.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled pajamas away from children and
contact SAMpark at 860-906-6285 for a full refund.
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IKEA GLIVARP Extendable Dining Tables
Hazard: The table’s glass extension leaf can
detach and fall unexpectedly, posing a laceration
hazard.
This recall involves IKEA GLIVARP extendable
dining tables in white. The recalled tables have
four steel legs and a glass table top with an
extension that can be pulled out to the side. They
measure about 29 inches tall by 49 inches long.
The glass table top extension measures about 25
inches long. The supplier number (12003) is printed on a sticker on the underside of the table
frame. “GLIVARP” and the IKEA logo are also printed on the sticker. These tables were sold at
IKEA stores nationwide and online at IKEA-USA.com for about $300.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled dining tables and return
them to any IKEA store for a full refund or free replacement table.

CVB LUCID Folding Mattress-Sofa
Hazard: The mattresses fail to meet the
mandatory federal flammability standard for
mattresses, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves LUCID Folding MattressSofas sold in twin, full, queen, and king
sizes. The mattress-sofas fold into a sofa
configuration and fold out into a mattress.
The recalled mattress-sofas are two-tone gray
colored and have a white federal tag with “Made For: CVB INC, 1525 W 2960 S, LOGAN,
UT 84321” printed on it. The federal tag is located on the underside of the head panel of the
mattress. These mattress-sofas were sold online for about $130.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled mattress-sofas and contact
LUCID at 888-975-8243 to receive a free fitted liner to cover the mattress and bring it into
compliance with the federal standard.
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D&D Sleeper Chair Folding Foam Beds
Hazard: The mattress fails to meet the
mandatory federal flammability standard for
mattresses, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves the gray D&D Futon
Furniture Sleeper Chair Folding Foam Bed
which can be used as a chair or bed and were
sold in 24, 32, 36, and 48 inches wide sizes. The
sleeper chair is 6 inches high when configured
as a mattress. The following item numbers
are included in the recall: B078ZLW6TR,
B00G2RYF4C, B00N3ETGTG, and
B0716L1W91. These folding beds were sold online for between $102 and $165.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled mattresses and contact D&D
Futon Furniture at 877-416-5226 to receive a free fitted liner to cover the mattress and bring it
into compliance with the federal standard.

Air King Valencia Wall-Mounted Range Hoods
Hazard: The wall mounting anchors provided with
the range hoods do not adequately secure the hood to
the wall, posing an injury hazard.
This recall involves Air King Valencia wall-mounted
range hoods in 30- and 36-inch widths. The Range
hoods are approximately 18 inches high without the
vertical exhaust duct cover. The affected range hoods
are sold in the following finishes: stainless steel, white
and black. The Air King name is located on the motor
housing behind the removable grease filters. This
recall only includes VAL and ESVAL series hoods.
These hoods were sold for about $550.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using and inspect range hoods per the
instructions provided at AirKingLimited.com/recall to determine if it is included in the recall.
Air King will provide customers with recalled units free replacement anchors and repairs by a
qualified technician.
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Signature Hardware Luyten Resin Bath Stools
Hazard: The bath stools can break during use, posing fall
and injury hazards.
This recall involves Luyten white matte resin bath stools
measuring about 16 inches wide by 11 inches deep by 17
inches high. Each features geometric cutouts on the sides,
and each was sold with the SKU number 398753 printed
on purchase receipts and email order confirmations. These
stools were sold online for about $250.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled bath stools and contact Signature Hardware at 866-855-2284 for a full refund.

INK+IVY Renu Three-Drawer Dressers
Hazard: The recalled dressers are unstable and can tip
over if not anchored to the wall, posing serious tip-over
and entrapment hazards that can result in death or
injuries to children. Additionally, those models of dressers
over 30 inches tall do not comply with the performance
requirements of the U.S. voluntary industry standard
(ASTM F2057-14).
This recall involves the INK+IVY Renu dressers made
from multi-colored pine wood. The dressers have three
drawers and metal legs. Each is about 36 inches tall and
weighs about 73 pounds. The INK+IVY brand name can
be found on a hanging tag attached to a dresser drawer.
Stickers on the back of each recalled dresser display “E&E
CO., LTD” the date of manufacture, PO numbers and the words “MADE IN VIETNAM.”
These dressers were sold online for about $350.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled dressers unless properly
anchored to the wall and place them in an area that children cannot access. Contact E&E at
844-701-5979 for a full refund with free dresser pick-up or a free tip-over restraint kit and a
one-time free in-home installation of the kit. Consumers can also choose to receive a pre-paid
packaging label to ship their recalled dresser back to E&E for a full refund check or a $400
Designerliving.com store credit.
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Belmont Four-Drawer Dressers
Hazard: The recalled dressers are unstable and can tip over if not
anchored to the wall, posing serious tip-over and entrapment
hazards that can result in death or injuries to children.
Additionally, those models of dressers over 30 inches tall do not
comply with the performance requirements of the U.S. voluntary
industry standard (ASTM F2057-14).
This recall includes Belmont four-drawer dressers with plastic
drawer glides. The recalled dressers were sold in two sizes and
four colors, each with its own model number, which can be found
on the instruction manual that came with each. Affected model numbers include: 5933015K,
5933026K, 5933080K, 5933102K, 634026KPM, 634102KPM, 63415KPM, and 63480KPM.
These were sold at Kmart and Sears stores nationwide for about $40.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using any recalled dresser that is not properly
anchored to a wall and place them in an area that children cannot access. Contact Ridgewood
at 888-222-7460 to receive a free anchoring kit, including a wall anchor strap. Consumers can
request a one-time, free installation of the anchor strap.

Home Meridian Mid-Century Three-Drawer Chests
Hazard: The recalled chests are unstable if they are not anchored to
the wall, posing serious tip-over and entrapment hazards that can
result in death or injuries to children. The chests do not comply
with the performance requirements of the U.S. voluntary industry
standard (ASTM F2057-17).
This recall involves Mid-Century three-drawer accent chests in a
brown finish (model DS-D146-002) or white finish (model
DS-D146-005). The model number can be found on a label on the
back of the recalled chests. The Mid-Century modern style chests
have three drawers with six copper-colored drawer pulls. The chests measure 32-inches high,
32-inches wide, 16-inches deep and weigh about 75 pounds. These were sold in stores and
online for about $250.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using any recalled chest that is not properly
anchored to the wall and place it in an area that children cannot access. Contact Home
Meridian at 800-819-4796 to receive a free tip-over restraint kit mailed to the home, a onetime free installation of the tip-over restraint kit, or a prepaid shipping label to mail in the
drawer slides for a full refund.
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ASKO Dishwashers
Hazard: The dishwasher power cord can overheat, posing a fire
hazard.
This recall involves ASKO dishwashers with the serial numbers
listed below. The recalled dishwashers come in stainless steel with
customizable doors and handles, and each is about 24 inches wide, 22
inches deep and between 32 and 35 inches tall. ASKO is printed in the
front and in the center on the top rack. The below model and serial
numbers are printed on the inside on the left side of the dishwasher
door opening:
Model Number
D5426XLS
D5526XLFI
D5526XXLFI
D5436XLS
D5536XLFI
D5536XXLFI
D5536XXLFISOF
D5636XLHS/TH
D5636XLHS/PH
D5636XXLHS/TH
D5636XXLHS/PH
D5636XXLSHI
D5556XXLFI
D5656XXLHS/TH
D5656XXLHS/PH

Serial Number Range
49130164130001 through 49130171830050
49130464130001 through 49130480530127
49130564130143 through 49130573530207
49223164130001 through 49223173531000
49256564130001 through 49256572730426
49256664230001 through 49256695030114
49256764230001 through 49256772830024
49256864130001 through 49256872430334
49256964130001 through 49256971230025
49257064130001 through 49257073430220
49257164130106 through 49257184230232
49261264130001 through 49261273438338
49263264230001 through 49263273930290
49263364630001 through 49263372830060
49263564230001 through 49263583730071

These dishwashers were sold at ASKO authorized dealers nationwide for between $1,000 and
$2,200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled dishwashers, turn off power
to the dishwasher at the circuit board and contact ASKO at 888-651-9376 to schedule a free,
in-home repair.
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Callum Canopy Beds
Hazard: The bed’s horizontal canopy rails can detach and
fall, posing an injury hazard.
This recall involves RH Callum canopy wooden beds.
They were sold in (washed) black, (sand-washed) grey and
(weathered) white and in twin, full and queen sizes and with
or without a headboard and storage drawers. Restoration
Hardware and Made in Vietnam are printed on a green
label located on the bed’s bottom inside frame. SKU number
104884, 106482, 107167, 107608, 107928, 107932, 107935 or
111553 is printed on the product’s receipt. The receipt SKU
number is different from the SKU number on the product
label. These beds were sold for about between $415 and
$2,400.
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled beds until the canopy has been removed.
Consumers should contact RH at 888-728-8419 to schedule a free in-home inspection and
repair.

Havertys Beckley Entertainment Hutches
Hazard: The top shelf can fall, posing an injury hazard to
consumers.
This recall involves the Beckley Entertainment Hutch sold by
Havertys in a weathered charcoal finish or a dovetail gray finish.
The hutch can house an 80-inch TV in the center. There is an
open shelf above and drawers underneath the center space. The
hutch is about 69 inches wide, 56 inches tall, and has a label with
the SKU on the back. The SKU for the Weathered Charcoal Finish is
0-4000-3197 and the Dovetail Grey Finish is 0-4000-3538. These
hutches were sold at Havertys stores nationwide and online for
about $1,500.
Remedy: Consumers should contact Havertys at 888-428-3789 for a free repair by a
technician to add screws and shelf support pins with longer stems or to request Havertys to
ship the screws and shelf support pins for customer install.
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South Shore Libra Three-Drawer Chest
Hazard: The recalled chests are unstable if they are not
anchored to the wall, posing serious tip-over and entrapment
hazards that can result in death or injuries to children.
This recall involves Libra style 3-drawer chests of drawers
sold in nine colors. Each drawer has one metal handle. The
model number is printed on a label on the back of the chest.
The chests measure 27½-inches high by 31¼-inches wide
and 15½-inches deep and each weighs about 56 pounds.
The model numbers include: 3046033, 3070033, 3070223,
3159033, 3159223, 3050033, 3050223, 3113033, 10430,
10433, 10680, and 10682. Some models were sold in bedroom sets that included a bed and
nightstand. These chest were sold online for about $60.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using any recalled chest that is not properly
anchored to the wall and place it in an area that children cannot access. Consumers should
contact South Shore at 855-215-4932 to choose a recall option.

Cushy Form Folding Mattresses
Hazard: The mattress fails to meet the mandatory
federal flammability standard for mattresses, posing
a fire hazard.
This recall involves the Cushy Form tri-fold folding
mattress with storage & carry case. The folding
mattress is white with lime green trim on the sides
and was sold in a 31-inch width size. The folding
mattress is 4 inches high when configured as a
mattress. Cushy Form is written in green across the
white mattress cover. These mattresses were sold exclusively on Amazon.com for about $109.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled folding mattress and contact
Cushy Form at 855-732-2929 to receive a free fitted liner, including shipping, to cover the
mattress and bring it into compliance with the federal standard.
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Copeland Corner Curios
Hazard: The recalled curio cabinets are unstable if they are not anchored
to the wall, posing serious tip-over and entrapment hazards that can
result in death or injuries to children.
This recall involves corner curio cabinets made from poplar solid and
veneer and sold in either a white or dark brown finish. The model
numbers are 115-P021664 (white finish) and 115-P021665 (brown
finish), and the SKU numbers are 0-4000-3512 (white finish) and
0-4000-3513 (brown finish), both of which can be found on one of the
back panels of the corner curio. The curio has four glass shelves with
mirrored panels and is designed to be placed in a corner and mounted
to the wall with the supplied hardware. The cabinet measures 74.75
inches tall and weighs about 40 pounds. These cabinets were sold in
Havertys stores and online for about $500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
products and contact Havertys at 888-428-3789 to schedule a free pickup of the corner curio in exchange for a full refund or store credit.

West Marine Deck Chairs
Hazard: The lock nut that connects the arm rest to the chair
can loosen, posing fall and injury hazards to the user.
This recall involves West Marine Deck chairs and Comfort
Plus Deck Crew chairs. The folding deck chair has metal legs,
light-colored wood armrests and blue back-pack style straps.
“West Marine” is printed on the side of the wood armrest.
The corners of each leg have white plastic feet. The seat and
back are covered in light blue and navy blue nylon fabric. The
back can be adjusted to various angles. Model/SKU numbers
“18766972” and “19268135” are printed on a coated paper
tag attached to the chair frame. These chairs were sold at
West Marine stores nationwide and online for about $100.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled chairs and contact the firm at 877-579-1550 for a
free repair parts kit.
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Factory Direct Folding Mattresses
Hazard: The mattresses fail to meet the mandatory
federal flammability standard for mattresses, posing
a fire hazard.
This recall involves Factory Direct Wholesale
folding mattresses which can be used as a chair or
bed. The gray mattresses were sold in 38 (twin),
53 (full), and 60 (queen) inches wide sizes. They
measure 4 inches high when configured as a
mattress. Factory Direct Wholesale, Made in China
and model number FDW-RJ-38Q, FDW-RJ-53F or FDW-RJ-60Q can be found on the tag on
the side of the mattress. These mattresses were sold online for about $100.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled mattresses and contact
Factory Direct Wholesale at 800-631-0449 to receive a free cover to bring the mattress into
compliance with the federal standard.

Walker Edison Bunk Beds
Hazard: The bunk bed’s support boards can break,
posing fall and injury hazards.
This recall involves Walker Edison’s Twin Cottage
bunk beds. The wooden bunk beds were sold in blue
(BWTOTCOTBU), brown (BWTOTCOTES), red
(BWTOTCOTRD) and white (BWTOTCOTWH)
and in a twin over twin combination. All models
have a ladder down the side. Walker Edison
Furniture and the model number are printed on
a label on the inside of the bed rail or foot board.
These bunk beds were sold online for about $650.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the bunk beds and contact Walker
Edison at 877-203-2917 to arrange for free replacement beds and free installation by Walker
Edison Furniture.
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Children’s Chairs and Stools
Hazard: Paint on the chairs and stools contain levels of lead
that exceed the federal lead paint ban. Lead is toxic if ingested
by young children and can cause adverse health effects.
This recall involves Vintage Steel Play Chairs and Stools sold in
distressed red under the following model names: “Play Chair”,
“Tall Play Chair”, “Play Stool”, “Tall Play Stool” and “Step Stool”.
The chairs have a curved, tubular back frame and a single
vertical slat with an embossed seat. The stools have a curved
frame and an embossed seat with a hand grip. “Made in India”
and one of the following SKU numbers are printed on a green
label located under the chair seat or stool step: 103480DRED
(play chair); 103481DRED (tall play chair); 103521DRED (tall
play stool); 103522DRED (play stool); and 111081DRED (step
stool). The chairs were sold in stores and online for between
$40 and $130.
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled chairs and stools, place them away from
children and contact RH at 800-816-0969 for a full refund for the purchase price.

Rite Aid Folding Patio Chairs
Hazard: The chair frame can bend causing the user to fall, posing a
risk of injury.
This recall involves two folding, metal framed patio chairs with
padded seats. The chairs were sold in tan and gray. The chairs
measure about 24 inches long by 22 inches wide by 37 inches high.
UPC number 011822956628 and item number 9043325-MMXIX
are printed on the packaging of the tan chair. UPC number
011822952361 and item number 9044998-MMXIX are printed on
the packaging of the gray chair. These chairs were sold at Rite Aid
stores nationwide and online for about $30.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
chairs and return them to any Rite Aid store for a full refund.
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Black Wash Mirrored Chests and Six-Drawer Camille Chests
Hazard: The recalled chests are unstable if they are
not anchored to the wall, posing serious tip-over
and entrapment hazards that can result in death or
injuries to children. The dressers do not comply with
the performance requirements of the U.S. voluntary
industry standard (ASTM 2057-17).
This recall involves two chests of drawers made from
MDF wood. One is mirrored with five drawers and
has a black wash finish. It measures 35 inches tall
and weighs about 47 pounds. The chest SKU number
is 177373. The SKU number can be found on the
Kirkland’s price label that is attached to the back of
the furniture hangtag. The Camille chest has six-drawers and a cream distressed finish. The
chest measures 36 inches tall and weighs about 75 pounds. The chest SKU number is 145191.
The SKU number can be found on the Kirkland’s price label that is attached to the back of the
furniture hangtag. These chests were sold at Kirkland’s stores nationwide and online for about
$200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled chests and place them in a
room away from children. Consumers can return the chests to a Kirkland’s store and receive
a refund or contact Kirkland’s at 877-541-4855 to receive a free tip-over restraint kit and
schedule a one-time free in-home installation of the kit.
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MyBaby Giraffe Nightlights
Hazard: The small feet on the giraffe-shaped nightlight can
detach, posing a choking hazard to small children.
This recall involves the HoMedics MyBaby Comfort
Creatures Giraffe Portable & Bedside Nightlight, model
MYB-N100GIR. The affected nightlights have the date code
GP230118 or GP290318 and the date code is located on
the underside of the product. It can be powered by an AC
adaptor or two AA batteries. These nightlights were sold at
Hinda Incentives, Power Sales, and online at Amazon.com
and HoMedics.com for about $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled nightlights and contact
HoMedics at 800-466-3342 for a full refund.

Smart Thermaflo Bathroom Heater with Nightlight
Hazard: The safety cutoff can fail to function, allowing the
heater to rapidly overheat, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves model SF14TA Smart Thermaflo Bathroom
Heater Fans with nightlight manufactured in 2015 and
2016. The fan is a white rectangle about 13 inches wide and
10 inches high with a plastic grill on the front. “Seabreeze
International Corporation,” SF14TA and date code are on a
label on the bottom or side of the fan. Affected units have a
date code ending in 5 or 6. These heaters were sold at Ace
Hardware, Amazon, HomeDepot.com, Wayfair, Sharper Image,
Brookstone and Air, and Water Inc. in store and online for
between $60 and $65.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled heaters and contact
Seabreeze International at 800-668-6095 for a full refund.
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Lumber Liquidators 5-Gallon Buckets
Hazard: Young children can fall into the buckets
and drown; the buckets do not have the required
cautionary label warning of the drowning risk
posed to young children.
This recall involves a 5-gallon yellow plastic mixing
bucket with LL Pro+ and Lumber Liquidators
printed on the outside of the buckets. The buckets
have the SKU #10043866 printed on the product
label. Lumber Liquidators stores nationwide and
online at LumberLiquidators.com for about $3.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled buckets, keep them away
from young children and contact Lumber Liquidators at 800-366-4204 for instructions on
receiving the required warning label to be placed on the bucket.

Foremost Cove and Suave Glass Shower Doors and Panels
Hazard: The pivot hinges can fail and cause
the glass door panel to separate from its frame,
posing impact and injury hazards.
This recall involves the pivot hinges on all Cove
and Suave models of shower doors and panels.
The recalled pivot hinges were delivered with
shower doors and panels which are made of glass
and have a silver, brushed nickel or oil rubbed
bronze metal frame and door handle. These
were sold at in stores nationwide and online for
between $800 and $1,100.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using the recalled shower doors and panels
and contact Foremost at 888-620-3667 for free
replacement pivot hinges.
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Emerson Brand Sensi WiFi Thermostats
Hazard: Contact between the thermostat wires and
household line voltage can damage the thermostat,
posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves Emerson branded Sensi WiFi
thermostats with “Emerson” printed on the front
and a date code from 1416 to 1536 on the back.
The date code represents the manufacture date
from the 16th week of 2014 through the 36th week
of 2015. Recalled thermostats have model numbers
1F86U-42WF or UP500W. A product label containing the model number and date code is
located on the back of the unit. These thermostats were sold and distributed nationwide for
between $90 and $150.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately check their Sensi thermostat to determine if
“Emerson” is printed on the front with a date code from 1416 to 1536 on the back. Contact
the firm at 888-847-8742 to determine if the unit is included in the recall and for instructions
on repair or replacement.

Lotus Foods Rice Ramen Noodle Soup Cups
Hazard: The paper soup cup’s label incorrectly instructs
consumers to use the microwave for cooking, posing fire
and burn hazards.
The product involves Lotus Foods two-ounce ramen
noodle soups packaged in paper cups that are not
microwave safe. The recalled soup cups contain organic
brown rice noodles and were sold in three flavors: red
miso rice ramen noodle soup, masala curry rice ramen
noodle soup and tom yum rice noodle soup. The UPC
code is printed on the back side of the cup to the left of the
front panel. The following UPC codes are affected: 7 08953
65101 9, 7 08953 65102 6, and 7 08953 65103 3. These
noodle cups were sold at stores nationwide and online at
Amazon.com and LotusFoods.com for about $2.50.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled soup cups and contact Lotus
Foods at 866-330-4390 for a coupon for a replacement product.
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TJX Glass and Ceramic Drawer Knobs
Hazard: The glass and ceramic drawer knobs
can break or shatter when pulled, posing a
laceration hazard
This recall involves glass and ceramic drawer
knobs (pulls) that measure about 1.5 inches
wide and 2.5 inches long. They were sold
in sets of four and six in the following styles: Mercury Glass Crackled Style, Bubble Glass
Style, Ceramic Style (sold under the Instant Furniture brand), Cut Glass Style (sold under
the Instant Furniture brand), and Glass Style (sold under the Cynthia Rowley brand). These
drawer pulls were sold at T.J. Maxx, Marshalls, and HomeGoods stores nationwide for
between $5 and $10.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled drawer knobs, remove them
and return them to any T.J. Maxx, Marshalls, or HomeGoods store for a full refund.

Women’s Iron Complete Supplements
Hazard: The dietary supplement blister packaging is not
child resistant, as required by federal law. If ingested by
a child, these supplements could cause serious injury or
death.
This recall involves Women’s Iron Complete Dietary
Supplement 60-count caplets. The recalled dietary
supplement is in a white box with “Women’s Iron
Complete” printed on the front in gray and red font. The
box contains blister packets with a total of sixty caplets.
These supplements were sold at GNC stores nationwide
and online for about $10.
Remedy: Consumers should keep these products out of
the reach of children and contact GNC at 888-462-2548
for instructions on how to obtain a refund. Consumers can
return the unused product to their local GNC store for a refund.
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Valor H5 Gas Fireplaces
Hazard: The trim around the fireplaces can leak hot
exhaust air, posing a burn hazard.
This recall involves Valor H5 gas fireplaces fueled
by either natural gas or propane gas. The recalled
fireplaces were sold in six different trim options and
are a fully enclosed rectangular sheet metal box with
a shatter resistant glass front. They were sold with a
mesh barrier screen that was installed in front of the
glass. The fireplace exhaust is vented to the outside
through a ventilation duct. The model number and
serial number are printed on a rating sheet behind
the trim. Affected model numbers are the 1100 and 1150 for both natural and propane gas.
Affected serial ranges include: 1100N10000 – 1100N12173, 1100P20000 – 1100P21132,
1150N10000 – 1150N11448, and 1150P20000 – 1150P20822. These fireplaces were sold
nationwide and online for about $5,500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled fireplaces and contact Miles
Industries at 866-420-3360 to schedule a free repair.

Rechargeable Party Disco LED Light
Hazard: The battery can overheat while charging, posing
burn and fire hazards.
The recall includes the Shop LC Rechargeable Party Disco
LED Light, measuring 36 by 7 inches with Solar Panel and
2 Pin Plug Power Cord. The lights were sold in golden,
blue, gray, and black. Only the following item numbers are
involved in this recall: 3076766, 3094706, 3076768, and
3076767. These lights were sold nationwide for about $10.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately unplug the
recalled light and contact Shop LC at 877-899-0078 for return instructions to receive a full
refund.
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Dell Hybrid Power Adapters with Power Banks
Hazard: The hybrid power adapter casing
can break and detach, exposing the internal
components, posing an electric shock hazard.
This recall involves Dell hybrid power adapters
sold with power banks. The adapter is designed
to be disconnected from the power bank
via release tabs. The recalled adapters were
manufactured from January 2017 through
March 2017 and can be used separately from
the power bank while connected to a power outlet. The adapter is black and darker in color
than the power bank with a Dell logo on the back label. The adapters have the following
manufacture code – “CN-05G53P - LOC00 – XXX – XXXX – AXX” printed on the back
of the unit, where “X” represents a numerical value. A full listing of the recalled adapter
manufacture codes included in the recall are listed on www.dellproduct.com. These were sold
at electronics retailers nationwide and online for between $125 and $200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled hybrid power adapters and
contact Dell at 855-305-9057 for instructions on receiving a free replacement.

Crate and Barrel Holiday Bear Acrylic Milk Bottles
Hazard: The plastic straw that comes with the milk bottle can
crack or break, posing a laceration hazard.
This recall involves Crate and Barrel’s Holiday Bear Acrylic
Milk Bottle. The clear acrylic bottle measures 5.5 inches tall
and 2.75 inches wide at the base and has a removable plastic
straw. A graphic of a bear in a red sweater is printed on the
wide part of the bottle. These bottles were sold at Crate and
Barrel stores nationwide and online for about $5.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled milk bottles and contact Crate and Barrel at
800-451-8217 to receive a full refund.
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Navien Tankless Water Heaters and Combination Boilers
Hazard: A kit installed on the tankless water heaters and boilers
to convert them from natural gas to propane can cause the unit to
produce excessive amounts of carbon monoxide, posing a risk of
carbon monoxide poisoning.
This recall involves only Navien condensing tankless water heaters
and combination boilers with model numbers NPE-180A, NPE180S and NCB-180E that have been or will be converted from
using natural gas to propane gas. The recalled water heaters and
combination boilers were manufactured between July 9, 2018
through October 14, 2018. The manufacturing date is identified
within the serial number. The serial number is printed on a label
which is affixed to the side of the unit and on the product packaging.
The first two digits identify the year, the next single digit identifies
the month, and the last two digits identify the day. For example, 18709 stands for July 9,
2018. X stands for October. Affected serial numbers for the NPE-180A model include the
following: 7410x18709xxxx, 7410x188xxxxxx, 7410x189xxxxxx, and 7410x18X14xxxx.
Affected serial numbers for the NPE-180S model include the following: 7419x18709xxxx,
7419x188xxxxxx, 7419x189xxxxxx, and 7419x18X14xxxx. Affected serial numbers for the
NCB-180E model include the following: 6608x18709xxxx, 6608x188xxxxxx, 6608x189xxxxxx,
and 6608x18X14xxxx. The water heaters were sold nationwide for between $1,400 to $1,700.
The combination boilers were sold nationwide for about $3,800.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
water heaters and boilers that are using propane gas and contact
Navien at 800-244-8202 for a free replacement conversion kit.
Consumers who continue use of the water heaters and boilers while
awaiting repair, should have a working carbon monoxide alarm
installed outside of sleeping areas in the home.
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Harbor Freight 80 Lumen 12V Rechargeable Flashlights
Hazard: The flashlight can overheat while charging,
posing a burn hazard to consumers.
This recall involves the Harbor Freight 80 Lumen
12v rechargeable flashlights. The small black
flashlight has a soft white button located on the
side to turn the flashlight on and off. The base of
the flashlight is a charger that fits into any standard
vehicle 12V power port to charge. The recalled
flashlight’s SKU number is 64109 and can be found
on the sticker label that also bears the product
barcode. The flashlight is approximately 5 inches long. These flashlights were sold exclusively
at Harbor Freight Tools stores nationwide for between $2 and $4.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled flashlights and return them
to any Harbor Freight Tools location for a refund in the form of a $5 Harbor Freight Tools gift
card.

EZY Gel Topical Anesthetic Gel
Hazard: The package is not child resistant as required by the Poison
Prevention Packaging Act. The pain-relieving gel contains lidocaine, posing
a risk of poisoning to young children.
This recall involves EZY Gel Topical Anesthetic Gel. The recalled product
was sold in 1 fluid ounce white bottles. Biotouch Topical Anesthetic Gel
EZY Gel is printed on a purple label located on the front panel. Lot numbers
and expiration dates are located on the bottom of the bottle. This gel was
sold in stores nationwide and online for about $60.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately place the recalled topical
anesthetic out of reach of children and contact Biotouch at 844-557-9023 for
instructions on how to obtain a full refund, including shipping.
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Numb 100 Topical Anesthetic Cream
Hazard: The packaging is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act. The pain-relieving cream contains
lidocaine, posing a risk of poisoning to young children if they put it on
their skin or ingest it.
This recall involves Numb 100 Topical Anesthetic Cream. The recalled
cream is in a 1.35 fluid ounce white jar with a rounded cap. Numb
100 Topical Anesthetic Cream and a blue cross are printed on the jar’s
front panel. This cream was sold in stores nationwide and online for
about $18.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately place the recalled topical anesthetic out of reach of
children and contact Clinical Resolution Laboratory at 877-566-9687 for a full refund, a free
replacement cream, or free replacement child-resistant cap.

Aroma Home USB Heated Hottie Heating Pads
Hazard: The heating pads can overheat
during use, posing fire and burn hazards.
This recall involves animal-themed
sequined heating pads that are heated by
USB connection to a PC, laptop, power
bank, car charger or other 5V USB port.
The heating pads were sold in four styles:
French Bull Dog, Sequin Cat Head,
Sequin Fox Head and Sequin Blue Owl.
A use and care label bearing the name
“Aroma Home” is sewn into the bottom
pocket of the heating pad where the USB
cord emerges. These heating pads were
sold at T.J. Maxx and Marshalls stores nationwide for about $13.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the heating pads and return them to any
T.J. Maxx or Marshalls store for a full refund.
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H-E-B Sauté Pans with Glass Lids
Hazard: The glass lid can crack or shatter
during normal use, posing a laceration
hazard.
This recall involves H-E-B’s Kitchen & Table
5.5 qt. Sauté Pans with glass lids. The affected
products were sold in red and gray. There
is a Kitchen & Table logo and production
date code on the bottom of the pans. Only
pans with a date code from 05/2018 through
12/2018 are included in the recall. These pans were sold H-E-B stores and online at HEB.com
for about $30.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled sauté pans with glass lid and
contact H‑E‑B at 855-432-4438 for a full refund.

Honda EU2200i, EU2200i Companion and EB2200i Portable
Generators
Hazard: The portable generator can leak gasoline from
the fuel valve, posing fire and burn hazards.
This recall involves Honda EU2200i, EU2200i
Companion and EB2200i portable generators. The
recalled portable generators were sold with a red or
Camo cover. The names “HONDA” and the generator
model name are printed on the control panel. The
serial number is located on a lower corner of one of
the side panels of the generator. The following model
numbers and serial number ranges are being recalled:
Model EB2200iTA with serial range EAJT-1000001
through EAJT-1005474; and models EU2200iTA,
EU2200iTA1, and EU2200iTA2 with serial range EAMT-1000001 through EAMT-1260796.
These generators were sold in stores nationwide and online for $1,100 to $1,300.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled generators and contact
American Honda at 888-888-3139 to schedule a free repair.
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WIC Nutrition Plates
Hazard: The plates are incorrectly labeled as
microwave-safe. They contain aluminum, which
poses a fire hazard if microwaved.
This recall involves WIC nutrition plates which
illustrate the recommended distribution of the food
groups. The plates contain dividers that include
labels and colorful pictures showing the portion
sizes for protein, grains, vegetables, fruits, and dairy.
The plates are 12 inches long x 9 inches wide. The
back of WIC Nutrition Plate has the safety label,
Brush Art website and logo, date code of 7-18 and location of manufacture. The units that
have an engraved stamp of ISP219 are not subject to recall. These plates were distributed by
WIC clinics as a free promotional item.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled plates and return them to
their WIC Clinic for free replacement plates.

Michaels Bead Landing Tassel Keychain Mobile Power Banks
Hazard: The lithium ion battery in the keychain’s mobile power
bank can overheat, posing fire and burn hazards.
This recall involves Michaels private brand Bead Landing tassel
keychain mobile power banks which can be used to charge smart
phones and other devices. The tassel keychain mobile power
banks measure about 7 inches long by 1.5 inches wide with USB
and micro USB charging cables, as well as a lightning adapter for
the micro USB cable. Only tassel keychain mobile power banks
sold in black, cream, blush pink and iridescent blue colors and
the following SKU numbers and UPC codes are included in this
recall: Black banks with SKU 545929 and UPC 191518582543,
cream banks with SKU 545930 and UPC 191518582550, blush
pink banks with SKU 545931 and UPC 191518582567, and iridescent blue banks with SKU
545932 and UPC 191518582574. These battery banks were sold at Michaels stores nationwide
for about $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled keychains and return them
to any Michaels store for a full refund.
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All-Gloo Craft Glue
Hazard: The glue contains methanol and poses a poisoning hazard to young
children if ingested. The packaging is not child-resistant as required by the
Poisoning Prevention Packaging Act.
This recall involves bottles of All-Gloo Craft Glue in 2-, 4- and 8-ounce sizes.
The size of each translucent white plastic bottle of recalled glue is printed at the
bottom of an orange, white and black label that includes a UPC number unique
to that size. Affected UPC numbers include 700332578122, 700332570126, and
700332570133. This glue was sold for between $2 and $7.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately remove the glue from the reach of
children and return it to the store where purchased for a refund.

Carrier and Bryant-brand Ductless Heat Pumps
Hazard: The fan motor on the heat pumps can fail,
causing the units to overheat, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves Carrier- and Bryant-branded 1.5-ton
multi-zone, 4-ton multi-zone and 4-ton single-zone
ductless heat pump outdoor units. The units are used
for cooling and heating homes and light commercial
facilities. The model number and product number can
be found on the nameplate/rating plate on the side of
the units. The recalled models and product numbers are:
Carrier model 38MGQC18---3 with product number
38MGQC18---301--, Carrier model 38MGQF48---3 with product number 38MGQF48--301--, Carrier model 38MBQB48---3 with product number 38MBQB48--301--, Bryant
model 538TEQ018RCMA with product number 538TEQ018RCMAAAA, Bryant model
538TEQ048RFMA with product number 538TEQ048RFMAAAA, and Bryant model
538REQ048RBMA with product number 538REQ048RBMAAAA. These heaters were sold
nationwide for between $600 and $4,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact their installing servicer, dealer or
contractor to arrange for a free repair. While awaiting repair, consumers should monitor
affected units and keep foliage and other flammable items at least 24 inches away.
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Healing Solutions Wintergreen and Birch Essential Oils
Hazard: The bottles are not child resistant as required by the Poison
Prevention Packaging Act, posing a poisoning risk if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall includes all 10-, 30- and 60-mililiter amber glass bottles of
wintergreen and birch essential oils sold prior to April 15, 2019. The label on
each bottle displays the name of the product—Wintergreen or Birch— “100%
Pure Therapeutic Grade Essential Oil,” and the size of the container. These
oils were sold online for between $10 and $23.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately remove the essential oils from the
reach of children and contact Healing Solutions at 800-819-4098 for a free
replacement child-resistant cap.

Elan Shayla Mini Pendant Lights
Hazard: The light sockets can overheat, melt, or catch fire, posing a fire
hazard.
This recall involves Elan Shayla Mini Pendant Lights Models 83162, 83163,
and 83164. They are chrome multi-light modern/contemporary clear
glass cylinder pendant lights with one, three or nine pendant lights. The
recalled chrome and clear glass multi-light fixtures each have their model
numbers and date codes printed on stickers located on the inside of the
ceiling canopy and on the product packaging. The product date codes are
comprised of a 2-digit month and 2-digit year, for example 0513 (May
2013) through 0514 (May 2014). These light fixtures were sold at lighting
stores nationwide for between $45 and $350.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled lighting
fixtures and contact the store where they were purchased or contact Kichler
Lighting directly at 866-558-5706 for a free replacement lighting fixture.
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Chronicle Power Armor Collectible Helmets
Hazard: Mold can be present on the fabric insert inside
the helmet, posing a risk of respiratory or other infections
in individuals with compromised immune systems,
damaged lungs or an allergy to mold.
This recall involves the T-51b Power Armor Helmet.
The one-size fits-all helmet is constructed of ABS plastic
and has a polyester/cotton blend fabric liner with elastic.
The product name “T-51b” and “Power Armor Helmet”
appears on the product packaging. These helmets were
sold online at GameStop.com for about $150.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled collectible helmets and
contact GameStop at 800-883-8895 for a full refund and return instructions.

Little Experimenter Children’s Globes
Hazard: The globe’s wires can short and overheat, posing
fire and burn hazards.
This recall involves children’s Little Experimenter 3-in-1
World globes. The globes show the countries in different
colors, the oceans in blue and black text for each country,
capitals, deserts and ocean names. They have an orange
base with two white buttons that light up the globe and
display a projection of stars and constellations in colorchanging motion. Little Experimenter is printed on the
base of the Globe. Date Code 102018-107 is printed on
a sticker on the battery compartment cover and on the
product packaging right below the UPC or barcode. These
globes were sold online for about $30.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take away the recalled globes from children, stop
using them and contact Bulk Unlimited at 877-206-1171 to receive a free replacement globe.
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Universal Rechargeable Power Banks
Hazard: The power banks can overheat, posing a fire hazard
This recall involves Universal Rechargeable Power Banks for use
with smart phones and tablets. The recalled chargers came in a
variety of colors and shapes, including a unicorn head, a cat with
sunglasses, and a rainbow between two clouds. These power
banks were sold in stores nationwide for about $25.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
power banks and contact Daniel M. Friedman & Associates at
855-706-6500 to arrange to return the product for a full refund.

GO Travel Sleep Sound Machines
Hazard: The sound machine’s internal battery
can leak and cause an electrical short, posing a
burn hazard.
This recall involves Marpac Go travel sleep
sound machines. The multi-use sound machine
produces numerous different types of sound
that block out distracting noise. The sound
machine is white with a gray flip stand, an
internal rechargeable battery, and comes with
a USB cable. It measures about 3 inches high
by 2 inches wide with the serial number located on a sticker on the back of the machine.
The recalled units have a serial number range GT184600000 through GT184605200. These
machines were sold online for about $40.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately remove the sound machines from a charging
source, stop using, and contact the firm at 800-999-6962 for a full refund.
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Target Hot/Cold Massage Balls
Hazard: The massage balls can leak or rupture during or after
microwaving, posing a burn hazard to consumers.
This recall involves Vivitar Hot/Cold Massage Balls. The massage
balls are teal, light pink or lavender and come in a package of two
balls – one smooth ball and one with raised bumps. The name
“Vivitar,” model number, date code, and UPC can be found on the
bottom of the product packaging. The date code can also be found
on the smooth ball. Affected UPC codes include 681066474037,
681066305645, and 681066182475. These massagers were sold
exclusively at Target stores nationwide for about $5.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
massage balls and return them to any Target store for a full refund.

TriDerma Pain Relief Cream with Lidocaine
Hazard: The packaging is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act. The pain-relieving cream
contains lidocaine, posing a risk of poisoning to young children
if they put it on their skin or ingest it.
This recall involves TriDerma Pain Relief Cream with 4%
Lidocaine in a jar and tube. The 4-ounce jar is white with a
lime green and pink printed label and has a white dome cap.
The 2.2-ounce tube is white with a lime green and pink printed
label. The lot numbers and expiration dates of the affected
products can be found on the bottom of the jar and on the front
of the crimped end of the tube. “TriDerma Pain Relief Cream” is printed on the jar and tube.
Affected lot numbers include 21088, 20189, 0738F02A, 0738F04A, 0738F04B, 0738F04C,
0739A22A, 0739A22B, and 0739A23A. These creams were sold online for about $15 for the
tube and $22 for the jar.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the topical anesthetic in a safe location, out of
reach of children and contact TriDerma at 800-279-7282 for a free replacement child-resistant
cap.
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T119 Elf Power Bank Chargers
Hazard: The charger can overheat while recharging, posing a fire
hazard.
This recall involves the T119 Elf power bank chargers. The portable
battery-powered chargers are used for charging the battery of a mobile
phone or other electronic device. The unit measures about 4 inches
long by ¾ inch high by ¾ inch wide. It has a color match end with a
wire key loop and the sides are either gun metal blue, black, red or
gray. On the black top of the charger in white letters are “5V OUT”
and “5V IN”. The name and/or logo of the organization that gave away
the units as a promotional item appears on the side of the power bank.
These power banks were provided as free promotional items.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
power bank chargers and contact Spector & Co at 866-215-7991 for a
free replacement power bank charger and instructions for proper disposal.

CHAMBORD Stove Top Espresso Makers
Hazard: The espresso maker’s handle can ignite from the
flame of a gas stove, posing fire and burn hazards.
This recall involves CHAMBORD® stove top espresso
makers in a stainless-steel finish. The recall includes
6-cup (12 ounce) espresso makers with SKU number
10617-16. This SKU number appears on the packaging
of the product. The word “Bodum” is embossed on the
lower half of the product. These espresso makers were
sold at home appliance stores nationwide for about $70.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled espresso makers and return them to the store
where purchased for a full refund or contact Bodum at
833-722-6386 to receive a prepaid mailer to return the
espresso maker for a full refund.
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Vitodens Boilers
Hazard: The boiler heat exchanger back plate can
corrode and leak flue gases, allowing the boiler to emit
excessive amounts of carbon monoxide, posing a CO
poisoning hazard to consumers.
This recall involves the Vitodens 200-W and Vitodens
222-F series boilers used for space or domestic water
heating. There are five affected models in a specific
serial number range. The Vitodens 200-W is a wall
hung unit, housed in a white metal box about 38
inches high and 18 inches wide. The Vitodens 222-F
is a floor mounted unit, housed in a white metal box
about 68 inches tall and 24 inches wide. The name
“Vitodens” is printed on the label on the outside of
the boiler box. The product name and model number
can be found on the left side of the boiler cover. The
serial number can be found on the underside of the
wall mounted boiler and on the center section on
the floor mount model. Affected model numbers
and serial number ranges include: Model B2HB
19 with serial range 7538092401003107 to 7538092701038106, model B2HB 26 with
serial range 7538093401002107 to 7538093701177109, model B2HB 35 with serial
range 7538094401003101 to 7538094701446103, model B2TB 19 with serial range
7542250401001100 to 7542250401210106, and model B2TB 35 with serial range
7542251401001107 to 7542251701257105. These boilers were sold for between $2,700 and
$4,200.
Remedy: Consumers with recalled boilers should immediately contact the installer or
distributor from whom they purchased the boiler or Viessmann at 800-288-0667 to schedule
a free in-home safety inspection and repair. Consumers who continue the use of the boilers
while awaiting repair, should have a working carbon monoxide alarm installed outside of
sleeping areas in the home.
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Ruggable Shag Area Rugs
Hazard: The rug’s shag cover fails to meet the federal
flammability standard for carpets and rugs, posing a fire
hazard.
This recall involves three models of Ruggable brand area
rugs: the shag vintage crème, the shag ivory and the luxury
shag white. The two-piece rugs measure about 5 feet by 7
feet. The top shag rug cover is made of furry yarn and the
bottom piece is an anti-slip floor pad. The shag rug cover
was also sold separately. Ruggable, 100% Acrylic face fiber
content and “Made in China”, are printed on a label on the
underside of the product. These rugs were sold online for
about $200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled rugs and contact Ruggable at 877-721-9254 for instructions on how to receive a full
refund of the purchase price or a free replacement rug cover, including shipping.

Tuff Smoke-Less Grill
Hazard: The grill can overheat, posing fire and burn
hazards.
This recall involves the Tuff Smoke-Less Grill, a portable
electric grill intended for use indoors. Tuff SmokeLess Grill and TEK513 are printed on a label located
underneath the handle. These grills were sold in stores
nationwide for about $50.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled grills and return them to the store where they
were purchased for a full refund.
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Heat Hero Portable Mini Heaters
Hazard: The heater can overheat, smoke and catch fire, posing
fire and burn hazards.
This recall involves Heat Hero portable mini heaters. The 350W
plug-in ceramic space heaters are black and measure about
10 inches tall and 5 inches wide. They have at the top an LED
digital screen that displays the temperature and four control
buttons, a front grill, a red on/off button on the right side, a
three-prong plug on the back and a vent on the bottom. The
Heat Hero logo is printed on the product packaging. These
heaters were sold online for between $35 and $45.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled heaters and contact Heat Hero at 877-479-9172 for a free replacement unit, including
shipping.

Justice Light Up Bed Canopies
Hazard: The canopy lights can overheat, posing fire and
burn hazards.
This recall involves Justice Light up bed canopies. The
round, mesh canopies have lights along the trim. They
were sold in white, blue, and pink. The following style
numbers are included in the recall and are located on
the product tag found near the battery compartment:
White 215218, 775218; blue 215219, 775219; and pink
215220, 775220. These canopies were sold at Justice stores
nationwide and online for between $11 and $40.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled canopy and return it to any Justice store for a full
refund or store credit.
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Wireless Charging Pads
Hazard: The wireless phone chargers can overheat while in use,
posing a burn hazard.
This recall involves the Pro Charge Power Wireless Charging Pad
and Sharper Image Wireless Charging Pad. The recalled charging
pads are circular and have clear edges and a black plastic center with
red trim. It includes a black USB power cable. “Pro Charge Power”
and “Wireless Charging Pad” are printed on the front. The SKU is
printed on the bottom, the Pro Charge Power Wireless Charging
Pad is SKU # 74655 and Sharper Image Wireless Charging Pad SKU
# 74709. These charging pads were sold for between $10 and $11.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
chargers and contact Imagine Nation Books/Collective Goods at
800-201-5606 for a full refund.

Igloo Marine Elite Coolers
Hazard: The cooler’s stainless-steel latch can automatically
lock when the lid is closed, allowing a child to become
locked inside the air tight container, posing entrapment
and suffocation hazards.
This recall includes only Igloo Marine Elite line of coolers
that are white with stainless-steel latches. The coolers were
made for use on boats and marine environments. The Igloo
logo is embossed on the metal latch and on the outside of
the coolers. The coolers were sold in 54, 72, 94, 110, and
150-quart sizes. “Igloo Marine Elite Cooler” and the quart size are printed on a label on the
coolers. The 110-quart model of the cooler has two wheels and a metal handle that can be
used to pull the cooler. These coolers were sold in stores and online for between $10 and $180.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately put the coolers out of the reach of children. Contact
Igloo at 866-509-3503 for instructions on removing and disposing of the old latch and for a
free replacement latch.
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FIRMAN P03615 Generators
Hazard: The generator’s carbon canister can leak gas,
posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves FIRMAN P03615 generators.
The gas-powered portable generators are yellow
and black and are equipped with remote start up to
165 feet away. The model number P03615 and date
code 10/2018, 11/2018 or 12/2018 are printed on
the white nameplate on the generator’s fuel tank.
Serial numbers range from 4829200012 through
4833913602 and are printed on the white nameplate
on the fuel tank. These generators were sold
exclusively at Costco stores and online at Costco.com for about $500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled generators and return them
to the place of purchase for a full refund.

Excalibur EZ DRY Food Dehydrator
Hazard: The food dehydrator can overheat, posing a fire
hazard
This recall involves the Excalibur EZ DRY 5-tray food
dehydrator with model number TTEVM50W or EVM50W.
The 600W electric dehydrator is white, weighs 7 pounds
and is about 12 inches tall by 15 inches wide. It has a
temperature dial with an on/off switch on the front and a
vented see-through lid at the top. The model number and
embossed date code are printed on a white label on the
underside of the unit. The date code for the TTEVM50W
model is 3217 and for the EVM50W model the date code is 4017 or 4516. These food
dehydrators were sold in stores and online for about $60.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled food dehydrators and
contact Greenfield World Trade at 877-881-0065 to receive a full refund.
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Bodum + Starbucks Recycled Coffee Press
Hazard: The coffee press’ plunger knob can break and expose
the metal rod, posing a laceration hazard.
This recall involves Bodum + Starbucks co-branded coffee
presses partially made from recycled materials. The 8-cup
French coffee press’ cylindrical glass beaker, screen and plunger
are held in place by a plastic dark gray frame with locking lid
and a light gray handle and knob. The coffee presses measure
about 9 inches high by about 4 inches in diameter. SKU number
011063549 is printed on a white label on the bottom of the base.
Bodum and Made in Portugal are embossed on the bottom
of the dark gray plastic base. These coffee presses were sold at
Starbucks stores nationwide and online for about $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled coffee presses and contact
Starbucks at 888-843-0245 for instructions on how to return the coffee press to receive a full
refund in the form of a store credit.

Grand Gourmet French Fry Cutters
Hazard: The French Fry Cutter’s blade can
detach, posing a laceration hazard.
This recall involves Grand Gourmet French
Fry Cutters. The stainless-steel cutters are silver
and have black rubber pads at the base. They
come with two interchangeable blades, one
with 36 holes for thicker fries and another one
with 64 holes for thinner fries. Model number
54078 and UPC 7-13733-70625-4 are printed on the product packaging. These fry cutters
were sold at Meijer stores for about $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled French Fry Cutters and
return them to any Meijer store for a full refund.
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ION Portable Speakers
Hazard: Hydrogen gas can leak from the portable speaker
battery when charging and the speaker can burst, posing an
explosion hazard.
This recall involves the Sport Express, Cornerstone,
Cornerstone Glow, and Keystone ION Audio portable
speakers. The Sport Express speaker is black in color and
has two knobs on the front with a neon blue lit clock. It is
about 9 inches wide and 9 inches tall. The Cornerstone and
Cornerstone Glow speakers are triangular in shape, have
a white outer casing, and are 14 inches wide and 10 inches
tall. The Keystone speaker is square with a white casing and gray center. It is about 8 inches
wide and 9 inches tall. The UPC number is located on the bottom of the speakers. Affected
UPC numbers include: 0812715018078, 0812715018528, 0812715019976, 0812715019969,
0812715018139, and 0812715010911.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled portable speakers and
contact ION Audio at 833-682-0371 for a refund in the form of an ION Audio gift card.

Beaba Babycook Neo Steam Cooker/Blenders
Hazard: The glass bowl can break, posing a laceration
hazard.
This recall involves the Beaba Babycook Neo Midnight
and Cloud baby food makers. The Babycook Neo is A/C
powered and steams and blends food. It measures about
9 inches wide and 9 inches high with a detachable glass
bowl. The Midnight is dark blue with a white handled
glass bowl with the reference number 912645 on the
bottom. The Cloud is white with a gray handled glass
bowl with the reference number 912646 on the bottom.
These were sold in stores and online for between $200
and $250.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled Babycook Neo and contact
Beaba at 855-602-3222 for a free replacement bowl.
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Hush Gels, Sprays and Foam Soaps
Hazard: The packaging is not child resistant as required by
the Poison Prevention Packaging Act. The products contain
lidocaine, posing a risk of poisoning to young children if they
put the product on their skin or ingest it.
This recall involves Hush gel, spray and foam soap products
containing 4% lidocaine. The gel and spray were sold in 2 and
4-ounce sizes and the foam soap was sold in 1.7-ounce size.
The bottles are white or black and have printed in green at
the front the Hush logo or the phrase Hush and the type of
product. The Drug Facts label is on the back. The lot number
and expiration date are stamped on the bottom of the container.
All lot numbers are included in the recall. These were sold online and in stores nationwide for
between $15 and $46.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately place the recalled products out of the reach of
children and contact Hush at 888-723-3730 for a full refund, a free replacement product or
free replacement child-resistant cap.

heyday 3-Foot Lightening USB Charging Cable
Hazard: The metal around the cord can become electrically charged
if it contacts the USB wall charger plug prongs while charging,
posing shock and fire hazards.
This recall includes the heyday 3-Foot Lightning USB charging
cables. The cables are used to charge cellphones and other
electronics that use lightning connector charging cables. The metal
charging cable is purple, green and blue iridescent. The word
“heyday” is printed on the cable’s connector. The model number
080 08 8261 is printed on the side of the product’s packaging. These
chargers were sold at Target stores nationwide and online for about
$15.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the product and return the recalled cable
to any Target store for a full refund.
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AmazonBasics 1500-Watt Ceramic Space Heaters
Hazard: The heater can overheat, posing fire and burn hazards.
This recall involves AmazonBasics 1500-watt ceramic space
heaters. Two models (ASIN B074MR2HGM and ASIN
B074MWRLZM) have oscillating fans and the others (ASIN
B074MX8VNR and ASIN B074MWKSLX) do not. The heaters
were sold in black and silver colors. The AmazonBasics logo is
printed on the front of the units. The following ID numbers are
printed on the label on the back of the units: B074MWKSLX,
B074MX8VNR, B074MR2HGM, B074MWRLZM. These
heaters were sold online at Amazon.com for between $25 and
$35.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled heaters and contact Amazon at 888-280-4331 for instructions on how to receive a full
refund.

Apple AC World Travel Adapter Kits
Hazard: The three-prong AC wall plug adapters can break
and expose the metal portion of the adapter, posing an
electric shock risk.
This recall involves three-prong AC wall plug adapters
included in the Apple World Travel Adapter Kit sold before
February 2015. The kits contain three-prong and two-prong
AC wall plug adapters that fit different electrical outlets
worldwide. The recalled adapters were made for use primarily
in the United Kingdom, Singapore, and Hong Kong and were
also sold with Mac computers and iOS devices. The recalled
three-prong AC wall plug adapters are white with no letters on the inside slot where it attaches
to an Apple power adapter. Redesigned adapters are white with gray on the inside portion that
attaches to the power adapter. These kits were sold in stores and online for about $30.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled wall plug adapters and
contact Apple at 800-275-2273 for free replacement adapters.
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Fabulous Home Pineapple Corer & Slicers
Hazard: The metal blade of the slicer can detach, posing a laceration
hazard to the consumer.
This recall involves Pineapple Corer & Slicers sold under Fabulous
Home brand. The corer & slicer is white with a black top and made
mostly from plastic with a metal blade. It works much like a cork screw
to core and slice pineapples. These corers were sold for about $4.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the Fabulous
Home brand Pineapple Corer & Slicer and contact Far East Brokers at
800-619-0487 for instructions on receiving a full refund.

Small Stratton Glass Pendant Light Fixtures
Hazard: The small glass pendant light fixtures can detach from their
electrical cord, causing the fixture to fall unexpectedly, posing a risk of
injury from impact.
This recall involves the small Stratton pendant light fixtures. The lights
are suspended and provide task lighting and general illumination for
both consumer and commercial applications. The UPC number is on
the light fixture packaging, and the part number is located on a yellow
sticker inside of the canopy of the fixture. The recalled small light fixture
is 9.2 inches wide and was sold with a glass shade (clear or smoke color).
The recall involves the following UPCs: 0884655362979, 0884655362986,
0884655362993, 0884655363006, 0884655363013, 0884655363020,
0884655363099, 0884655363105, 0884655363112, 0884655363129,
0884655363136, 0884655363143, 0191963077083, 0191963077090,
0191963077106, 0191963077113. These fixtures were sold at lighting
retailers nationwide and online for between $385 and $525.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately prevent people from going under the light fixture
and contact Tech Lighting at 888-475-1136 to receive a free repair kit. Consumers will need
to schedule installation of the repair kit by a certified electrician, and Tech Lighting will
reimburse the consumer for the service.
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Grandma’s Fireworks
Hazard: The recalled fireworks are overloaded with pyrotechnics
intended to produce an audible effect, violating the federal regulatory
standard for this product. Overloaded fireworks can result in a
greater than expected explosion, posing explosion and burn hazards
to consumers.
This recall involves 18 different consumer fireworks. The product
name and the item number are printed on the outside wrapping
of the firework. Recalled products include: Rise in the East, Safe
Cracker, Angry Elf, Mamba, Crazy King, POW!, Bang, Crazy Robot
Flowers, Frog Balls, Dragon Artillery, Small Festival Balls, Cock Rises!,
Sammy’s Best, Katherine’s Catapult, Heavy Bomber, Multiple Rocket,
Talon, and Block Buster. These fireworks were sold at Grandma’s
Fireworks.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
fireworks and return them to Grandma’s Fireworks for a full refund.

Apple 15-Inch MacBook Pro Laptops
Hazard: The batteries in the recalled laptop
computers can overheat, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves certain Apple 15-inch
MacBook Pro laptop computers. The recalled
laptop computers have a 15.4-inch (diagonal)
display, 2.2-2.5 GHz processors, 256GB-1TB
solid-state storage, two Thunderbolt 2 ports, two
USB 3 ports, and one HDMI port. Consumers
can determine if their laptop computer is included in this recall by checking the laptop’s
serial number at https://support.apple.com/15-inch-macbook-pro-battery-recall/. The serial
number can be found on the underside of the laptop computer or by choosing “About This
Mac” from the Apple menu. Only MacBook Pro 15-inch model laptop computers with certain
serial numbers are included. These laptops were sold in stores and online for about $2,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled laptop computers. Contact
Apple at 800-275-2273 to schedule a free repair.
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Patriot Pyrotechnics Fireworks
Hazard: The recalled fireworks are overloaded with
pyrotechnics intended to produce an audible effect, violating
the federal regulatory standard for this product. Overloaded
fireworks can result in a greater than expected explosion,
posing explosion and burn hazards to consumers.
This recall involves 22 different consumer fireworks. The
product name and the item number are printed on the
outside wrapping of the firework. Recalled products include:
Dog Rules, Bite Me, Buster Sword, Echo of Freedom, Man’s Best Friend, No Fooling Around,
Top Notch Fireworks, Dog Don’t Stop Barking Artillery, Wonder of Galaxy, Horror Night
Artillery, American Hero, Romantic Aliens, Three’s a Charm Artillery, Desperate Attempt,
Monkey Business, Monkey Go Ape, Monkey’s Revenge, Outcast, Godzilla Roars, Monkey
Planet, 1.25-inch Artillery Shell, Double Nuts and Triple Ripples Artillery. These were sold at
Patriot Pyrotechnics.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled fireworks and return them
to Patriot Pyrotechnics/Bill’s Fireworks for a full refund.

BRP Sea-Doo Marine Coolers
Hazard: The cooler latch can automatically lock when
the lid is closed, allowing a child to become locked
inside the air-tight container posing entrapment and
suffocation hazards.
This recall involves Sea-Doo LinQ™ 13.5 gallon or
51-liter marine coolers sold separately or with model
year 2019 Sea-Doo Fish Pro personal watercraft.
The coolers are made for use on boats and marine
environments. Part number 269800817 is engraved
under the cooler and can also be found on a sticker
under the cooler. The coolers are white with black storage pocket, rod holder system and
trolling slots. These coolers were sold for about $650.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately put the coolers out of the reach of children. Contact
BRP Sea-Doo at 888-272-9222 for a free repair.
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GS Fireworks
Hazard: The recalled fireworks are overloaded
with pyrotechnics intended to produce an audible
effect, violating the federal regulatory standard for
this product. Overloaded fireworks can result in a
greater than expected explosion, posing explosion
and burn hazards to consumers.
This recall involves 26 different consumer
fireworks. The product name and the item number
are printed on the outside wrapping of the firework. Recalled products include: 1.25”
Artillery, Blast From The Past, Born Hero, Burning Aces, The Closer, Clown, Cock Rises,
Cock-a-doodle-do, Crazy Labbits, Dead Heat, Defenders, Don’t Panic, Godzilla Roars, Horror
Night Ball, IT, Magical Roman Candle, Monkey Planet, Rising Silver – Flowers in Spring,
Shrooms, Sky Jam, Spider, Thunder King, Tommy Gun, Top Notch Fireworks, and Tsunami
Alert. These were sold at GS Fireworks.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled fireworks and return them
to GS Fireworks for a full refund.

Design Classics Chandeliers
Hazard: The top loop of the fixture can bend and break
causing the chandelier to fall, posing an impact and
laceration hazard to consumers.
This recall involves Design Classics chandeliers with
model number 161-78. The chandelier has nine individual
light sockets and white glass cylinder shades over each
socket. They are 28¼ inches tall and 31¼ inches wide
with a Bronze finish. Model number 161-78 and the
date of manufacture are printed on a label affixed to the
underside of the ceiling canopy. Dates of manufacture
included in the recall are between 01November2012 and
15November2015. These fixtures were sold in lighting stores and online for about $390.
Remedy: Consumers should prevent people from going into the immediate area underneath
the chandelier. Contact Dolan Northwest at 888-213-5758 to receive a free repair.
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H.E. Electric Heaters
Hazard: The heating element can overheat, posing a fire
hazard.
This recall involves the Profusion Heat electric garage
heaters with model number HA22-48M. The heaters are
red, have a grill on the front and a handle on the top. They
measure about 13 inches high and 10 inches wide. The
label, located on the back of the heater, contains the model
number. The thermostat control is located at the bottom
of the heater on the back. These heaters were sold in stores
and online for about $100.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled heaters. Contact H.E. Industrial at 888-538-0082 to
get a full refund.

G-Force Artillery Shell Fireworks
Hazard: The recalled fireworks are overloaded
with pyrotechnics intended to produce an audible
effect, violating the federal regulatory standard for
this product. Overloaded fireworks can result in a
greater than expected explosion, posing explosion
and burn hazards to consumers.
This recall involves the G-Force Artillery Shells
packaged in a box of six with the tube included.
The tube contains the G-Force logo in red and
yellow. The shells are about 5 inches long, 2 inches
in diameter, and are covered in a blue wrapping.
These fireworks were sold at Keystone Fireworks
for about $60.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled fireworks and return them
to the place of purchase for a full refund.
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Everbilt Stainless Steel Door Pulls
Hazard: The door pulls can have sharp edges on the back, posing a laceration
hazard.
This recall includes Everbilt 6.5-inch Stainless Steel Door Pulls. The 14339
model door pulls have a rounded bow shape and are stainless steel. The door
pulls are secured by four screws. These door pulls were sold at Home Depot
stores nationwide and online for about $6.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled door pulls
and return them to Home Depot for a full refund.

Levolor Two-Corded Custom Cellular Shades
Hazard: The pull cords are joined by a
non-breakaway cord connector, which
poses a strangulation hazard for small
children.
This recall involves the Levolor TwoCorded Custom Cellular window shades.
These shades were sold in the following
styles:
• Bottom up single cell products
(60 inches or less in width)
• Bottom up double cell products
(44 inches or less in width)
• Top-Down/Bottom-Up or Day/Night corded products (42 inches or less in width)
• Various custom cellular configurations of specialty shapes
The Levolor logo is printed on a sticker on the bottom rail. Manufacturing information,
including the date of manufacture, is printed on a sticker on the head rail. Only units
manufactured between 12/15/2018 and 04/30/2019 are included in the recall. These were sold
by Levolor dealers nationwide and online for between $65 and $1,125.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled shades and contact Levolor
at 800-752-9677 for a free repair kit.
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Universal Security Battery-Powered Smoke and Fire Alarms
Hazard: The smoke alarms can have a misaligned internal
switch causing the alarms to not activate properly, posing a
risk of failure to alert consumers to a fire.
This recall involves Universal Security Instruments 10year battery-operated ionization smoke and fire alarms
with model numbers MI3050S and MI3050SB and with
date codes between 2015JAN19 through 2016JUL11. The
smoke alarms are white in color and 5½ inches in diameter.
“Universal” and “Smoke & Fire Alarm” are printed on the
front cover of the alarm. The label on the back of the alarm
lists the model number and date code. These alarms were
sold for about $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately inspect their smoke alarms to determine if it will
activate appropriately. Press the test button to determine if it is operating properly. If the
alarm sounds no further action is required. If smoke alarm does not sound during the test,
consumers should immediately contact Universal Security at 877-612-6955 for a replacement.

Nature’s Truth Wintergreen Essential Oil
Hazard: The bottles are not child resistant as required by the Poison
Prevention Packaging Act, posing a poisoning risk if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
The recalled Nature’s Truth wintergreen 100% pure essential oil is in a 1/2 fl.
oz. (15 ml) glass amber dropper bottle. It has a black cap and a yellow, pink
and green label with Nature’s Truth Aromatherapy Wintergreen 100% Pure
Stimulation Essential Oil printed on the front. Product number NT6446,
UPC code 840093103130 and lot number 13810, 13985, 14540, 16013, 23517,
28581 or 29929 are printed on the back of the product. These oils were sold in
stores nationwide and online for about $7.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately place the recalled essential oil out
of the reach of children and contact Nature’s Truth at 844-544-1030 for a full refund.
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Winco Fireworks Black Cat “Cat Mobiles”
Hazard: When ignited, the device can burst
and spread sparks and pyrotechnic materials
upward and outward instead of on the ground
as intended, posing explosion, burn and
projectile hazards to bystanders.
This recall involves the Black Cat branded
“Cat Mobile” fireworks with model number
BC396. This device is shaped like a black mobile vehicle with red headlights and whistles
when lit and shoots sparks while moving on the ground. The Black Cat logo is printed on the
outside of the product packaging in the left top corner. “Cat” is printed in white lettering and
“Mobile” is printed in yellow lettering on the products packaging. These were sold at fireworks
outlets nationwide for about $7.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately return the recalled Cat Mobile fireworks to the
retailer where purchased for a refund or exchange.

Bodum Bistro Toasters
Hazard: The recalled toasters can leak electric
current when operating at the maximum normal
temperature, posing a shock hazard to consumers.
This recall involves two models of the Bodum
Bistro toaster in stainless steel: (1) a two-slice
model with SKU 10709-16-4 and (2) a four-slice
model with SKU 11840-16. The SKU number
appears on the bottom of the toaster. The word
“Bodum” is embossed on the side of the products.
The toasters were sold in stores and online for
between $24 and $44.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled toasters and return them to
the store where they were purchased for a full refund or contact Bodum at 833-722-6386 to
receive a prepaid mailer to return the toaster for a full refund.
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Majestic Pure Wintergreen Oil
Hazard: The packaging is not child resistant as required by the Poison
Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning to young children
if they ingest it.
This recall involves Majestic Pure Wintergreen essential oil. “Majestic
Pure” Logo Wintergreen essential oil 100% Pure and Natural Therapeutic
Grade is written on the front of the brown bottle. The side panel
ingredients specifically mention “Wintergreen (Gaultheria procumbent)
essential oil. Steam distilled.” It also states safety recommendations,
directions and storage guidelines. These oils were sold online for about
$18.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of reach of
children and contact the firm at 888-995-8495 to receive a free replacement child resistant
dropper.

Tristar Magnetic Trivets
Hazard: Magnets can detach from the trivets,
posing an ingestion hazard to children. When
two or more magnets are swallowed, they can
link together inside the intestines and clamp onto
body tissues, causing intestinal obstructions,
perforations, sepsis and death. Internal injury
from magnets can pose serious lifelong health
effects.
This recall involves Tristar Products magnetic
trivets sold with Copper Chef 10-Piece Cerami-Tech Nonstick Cookware Sets and sold
separately. The trivets attach to the bottom of hot metal cookware, allowing it to be placed
on tables. The trivets have four magnets encased in silicone and come in copper, burgundy,
blue, and black colors. Each set includes an 11-inch square pot with glass lid, steamer tray, fry
basket, 11-inch fry pan with glass press, 9.5 inch square pot with glass lid, a cookbook, and
two magnetic trivets.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the trivets and place them out of the
reach of children. Contact Tristar Products at 800-718-5136 for instructions to receive free
replacement trivets.
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Spansive Source Wireless Chargers
Hazard: Metallic accessories attached to phones placed on
the chargers can overheat while phones charge, posing a
burn hazard to users.
This recall involves Spansive Source wireless multiphone chargers capable of powering up to six phones
simultaneously, four wirelessly and two more via USB
ports located at the base of the charger. The recalled
chargers were sold in both white and charcoal colors, each
with a green label at the bottom. “Spansive” is printed on
the chargers. These chargers were sold online for about $200. Only chargers identifiable by a
green label on the bottom of the charger, are included in this recall.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled phone chargers and contact
Spansive at 800-426-6251 for a full refund.

SunSetter Motorized Awning Vinyl Covers
Hazard: If a powered awning is activated while
the cover is secured with bungee tie-downs,
when the cover is removed, the awning can
open unexpectedly with enough force to strike a
consumer standing in the awning’s path, causing
them to fall and suffer death or serious injury.
This recall involves all soft vinyl awning covers
used with SunSetter Motorized, Motorized XL,
Motorized PRO, Motorized PROXL, and Oasis
Freestanding Motorized Retractable Awnings distributed by SunSetter from June 1999 to
January 2019 and supplied with bungee tie-downs. Covers for manually operated awnings are
not affected by this recall. These covers were sold for about $100 or distributed as part of a
package with motorized awnings.
Remedy: Consumers should not attempt to install covers for the motorized awnings or
remove any installed covers until they have received instructions from SunSetter. Consumers
should contact SunSetter at 844-313-0144 for free breakaway safety clips and instructions for
their use.
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VIVO Speaker Wall Mounts
Hazard: The ledge on the front of the speaker wall mount
can loosen, allowing both the ledge and the speakers to fall,
posing an injury hazard to bystanders
This recall involves VIVO MOUNT-PLAY5 wall mount
brackets designed to secure the Sonos Play 5 speakers to
the wall or any solid surface. The black or white VIVO wall
mounts are made of steel and allow the speakers to tilt and
swivel. The wall mounts measure about eight inches tall by
five inches wide. These mounts were sold online for about
$30.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately remove their speaker from the wall mount and
contact VIVO at 800-371-5654 to receive free repair kit and instructions, a replacement wall
mount or return wall mount for a full refund.

At Home Ultimate Shag Rugs
Hazard: The recalled large shag rugs fail to meet the
federal flammability standard for carpets and rugs, posing
a fire hazard. The small shag rugs fail to meet federal
labeling requirements. Small rugs are not required to
meet the federal flammability standard; however, they are
required to be permanently labeled with the following
statement: “FLAMMABLE (FAILS U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE STANDARD FF 2-70): SHOULD NOT
BE USED NEAR SOURCES OF IGNITION.”
This recall involves eight models of Ultimate Shag Rugs.
Each rug has a label on the back stating “Ultimate Shag”
and “at home.” The rugs also have “100% Polyester” and “Made in China” printed on the
label. The SKU number can be found on the back of the rug. The following SKU numbers are
included in this recall: 124142991, 124142992, 124115994, 124115995, 124129568, 124121400,
124121401, and 124129561. These rugs were sold in stores for between $100 and $400.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled shag rugs and contact At
Home at 1-888-359-4387 for instructions on receiving a refund for the large rugs and a label
for the small rugs.
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Happy Plugs Bluetooth Wireless Headphones
Hazard: The micro-USB charging cable packaged
with Happy Plugs wireless headphones can cause
the headphones to overheat, posing a burn hazard to
consumers.
This recall involves Happy Plugs Wireless II Bluetooth
Headphones sold with an external micro-USB charging
cable. The micro-USB charging cable is a black cable
about 20 inches in length with a USB 2.0 port on one end
and a micro-USB port on the other. The UPC is printed
on the back of the product packaging in the lower right
corner and the item number is printed on the bottom
of the product packaging. Headphones with the following UPC are included in this recall:
811613031059, 811613031066, 811613031073, 811613031080, 811613031097, 811613031103,
811613031110, 811613031127, 811613032056, and 811613032063. These headphones were
sold in stores and online for between $10 and $40.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled headphones and charging
cable and return them to their place of purchase or contact Happy Plugs at 800-419-2988 to
receive free replacement headphones and charging cable.

Piping Rock Wintergreen Essential Oils
Hazard: The bottles are not child resistant as required by the Poison
Prevention Packaging Act, posing a poisoning risk if the contents
are swallowed by young children.
The recalled PipingRock wintergreen 100% pure essential oil is in
a 1/2 fl. oz. (15 ml) glass amber dropper bottle. It has a black cap
and a yellow, red and green label with PipingRock Wintergreen Oil
Gaultheria procumbens 100% Pure Essential Oil printed on the
front. Product number NT6446, UPC code 610256764467 and lot
number 1905, 4000, 5980, 7420, 9344, 11202, 27180, 31397, 37913,
43369, 45843 or 56439 are printed on the back of the product.
These oils were sold in stores and online for about $5.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately place the recalled
essential oil out of the reach of children and contact Piping Rock
Health Products at 800-544-1925 for a full refund.
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Norwex Rubber Brooms
Hazard: The broom handles can break in half, exposing a metal inner rim,
posing a laceration hazard to the user.
This recall involves extendable indoor/outdoor white rubber brooms that
adjust in height from 30.7 to 40.6 inches long. The “Norwex” logo is located
on the plastic head covering the rubber bristles. An embossed date stamp
code of 18/9, 18/10, 18/11 or 18/12 is located on the screw joint and lock
base. These brooms were sold by Norwex consultants and online for about
$30.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled brooms
and contact Norwex at 833-882-5569 for a full refund.

Contigo Kids Cleanable Water Bottles
Hazard: The water bottle’s clear silicone spout can
detach, posing a choking hazard to children.
This recall involves Contigo Kids Cleanable water
bottles. The base and cover of the clear silicon
spout will always be BLACK. Only black color
spout base and spout cover models are included in
this recall. Contigo is printed on the rim and along
the front near the bottom of the bottle. The water
bottles come in three sizes (13-ounce, 14-ounce
and 20-ounce) and four bottle colors (solid color,
graphics, stainless steel and stainless steel solid
colors). The water bottles were sold individually as
well as in two-packs and three-packs. These bottles
were sold in stores nationwide and online for
between $9 and $24.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled water bottles, take them
away from children and contact Contigo at 888-262-0622 for inspection instructions and a
free replacement lid.
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Artizen Oils Wintergreen and Birch Essential Oils
Hazard: The bottles are not child resistant as required by the Poison
Prevention Packaging Act, posing a poisoning risk if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall includes all 1- and 2-ounce clear glass bottles of wintergreen
and birch essential oils purchased prior to April 15, 2019. The label on each
bottle displays Artizen Oils’ logo and the name of the product. These oils
were sold online for between $10 and $17.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately remove the essential oils from
the reach of children and contact Artizen Oils at 800-986-9413 for a free
replacement child-resistant cap.

Whirlpool, KitchenAid and JennAir Cooktops with Touch
Controls
Hazard: The recalled cooktop surface elements can
turn on by themselves, posing burn and fire hazards.
This recall involves cooktops with a glass cooking
surface, touch controls, radiant and downdraft
radiant models sold under the Whirlpool,
KitchenAid and JennAir brands. They were
manufactured from December 2016 through July
2019. The brand name is printed on the cooktop
and the model number and serial numbers are
printed on the underside of the cooktop. The model
numbers beginning with “K” are KitchenAid models, the model numbers beginning with
“W” are Whirlpool models, and the model numbers beginning with “J” are JennAir models.
Affected model numbers include: KCES950HSS, KCES950HBL, KCES956HSS, KCES956HBL,
WCE97US0HS, WCE97US0HB, WCE97US6HS, WCE97US6HB, JEC4430HS, JEC4430HB,
JEC4536HS, JEC4536HB, JEC4424HB, JED4430GB, JED4536GB, JED4430GS, and
JED4536GS. These cooktops were sold in stores and online for between $1,150 and $2,500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact Whirlpool at 888-900-7897 to arrange for
a free installation of a replacement cooktop. When not in use, turn the unit off at the circuit
breaker.
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Losartan Potassium and Ezetimibe Prescription Drug Bottles
Hazard: The prescription drug packaging is not child resistant as required by the Poison
Prevention Packaging Act, posing a poisoning risk if swallowed by children.
This recall involves bottles of prescription medications Losartan Potassium and Ezetimibe
from Sandoz with certain lot numbers. The recalled bottles have “Sandoz,” the name of
the medication, dosage, and NDC on the front of the bottle labels and the lot number and
expiration date on the side of the bottle labels. The recall includes the following:
Recalled Prescription Drugs

NDC Numbers

Ezetimibe 10mg Tablets

0781-5690-31

30 count bottle

Ezetimibe 10mg Tablets

0781-5690-92

90 count bottle

Losartan Potassium 50mg Tablets

0781-5701-31

Lot Numbers

Expiration Date

JE4491

Aug-2020

JE4492

Aug-2020

JE4493

Aug-2020

JE4495

Aug-2020

JG0308

Sep-2020

JG0310

Sep-2020

JG0311

Sep-2020

JG0312

Sep-2020

JG5061

Sep-2020

JG5063

Sep-2020

JK8921

Oct-2020

JK8922

Oct-2020

JK8923

Oct-2020

JK8924

Oct-2020

JL5535

Oct-2020

JM2253

Oct-2020

JM2254

Oct-2020

JM2255

Oct-2020

JM2257

Oct-2020

JM2258

Oct-2020

JM2259

Oct-2020

JM5986

Oct-2020

JM5987

Oct-2020

JE4481

Aug-2020

JG0249

Sep-2020

JK8989

Oct-2020

JN0764

Jan-2021

HV9471

Feb-2020

30 count bottle
These prescriptions were provided by clinics and pharmacies nationwide.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately secure the medications to keep them out of the sight and reach
of children and contact Sandoz at 800-525-8747 for a free replacement child resistant bottle cap. Once the
medication is secured, consumers can continue to use the medication as directed.
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Sporting Goods and
Recreational Vehicles
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Kawasaki Mule Pro Off-Highway Utility Vehicles
Hazard: The vehicle’s rollover protection
structure (ROPS) can fail to protect
consumers, posing an injury hazard.
This recall involves 2018 and 2019 Mule
Pro utility vehicles. The four-wheel, offhighway utility vehicles were sold in black,
green, white, red, bronze, silver, camo and
blue. They have side by side seating for
three to six people and automotive style
controls. Mule Pro is printed on the right
and left front fender. Kawasaki is printed on the cargo box. The Vehicle Identification Number
(VIN) is located on the steel frame between the right front lower A-arm mounts.
Affected vehicles are as follows: 2018 Mule Pro-DXT (EPS), model code KAF1000AJF
with VIN range JKAAFCA1XJB501117 through JKAAFCA11JB501152; 2018 Mule ProDXT (EPS), model code KAF1000BJF with VIN range JKAAFCB18JB503625 through
JKAAFCB18JB503642; 2018 Mule Pro-DX (EPS), model code KAF1000EJF with VIN range
JKAAFCE1XJB502410 through JKAAFCE18JB502437; 2019 Mule Pro-FXT, model code
KAF820AKF with VIN range JKBAFSA13KB501645 through JKBAFSA14KB501671; 2019
Mule Pro-FXT, model code KAF820BKF with VIN range JKBAFSB15KB513858 through
JKBAFSB18KB514230; 2019 Mule Pro-FXT, model code KAF820CKF with VIN range
JKBAFSC19KB513036 through JKBAFSC19KB513361; 2019 Mule Pro-FXT, model code
KAF820DKF with VIN range JKBAFSD18KB506741 through JKBAFSD1XKB506787; 2019
Mule Pro-FX, model code KAF820FKF with VIN range JKBAFSF13KB506336 through
JKBAFSF10KB506603; 2019 Mule Pro-FX, model code KAF820GKF with VIN range
JKBAFSG18KB504354 through JKBAFSG1XKB504355; 2019 Mule Pro-FXT, model code
KAF820JKF with VIN range JKBAFSJ19KB508972 through JKBAFSJ15KB509343; and 2019
Mule Pro-FXR, model code KAF820KKF with VIN range JKBAFSK14KB504620 through
JKBAFSK17KB504630. These vehicles were sold at Kawasaki dealers nationwide for between
$13,000 and $17,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled utility vehicles and contact
Kawasaki at 866-802-9381 to schedule a free repair.
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JumpSport Half-Fold Mini Trampolines
Hazard: The folding trampoline’s frame can
forcefully hit the user, posing an injury hazard.
This recall involves folding JumpSport mini
trampolines. The recalled fitness trampoline models
have a hinged, round metal frame with a black
fabric jumping surface suspended by bungee cords.
Some models were sold with accessories, such as a
handlebar or workout videos. The model number
is printed on a label on the upper portion of one
of the trampoline legs. “JumpSport” and “Fitness
Trampoline” are printed on the black fabric jumping surface. Affected model numbers are
the 230f, 350f, 550f Pro, and the 550fi. These trampolines were sold online and in stores
nationwide for between $250 and $500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled trampolines and visit
JumpSport’s website at JumpSport.com to download a new instructional manual and warning
materials

Blackhawk T-Series L2C Gun Holsters
Hazard: The holster design can change the position of the safety
switch on the firearm without the user knowing it. When this
occurs, if the trigger is pulled the gun could fire unexpectedly,
posing an injury hazard to the user and bystander.
This recall involves the Blackhawk T-Series black gun holster L2C
made of molded plastic material. The black holster is designed
to be used with Sig Sauer P320/P250 civilian firearms that clip
onto the user’s belt. “2101213 A” is printed on the outside of the
recalled gun holsters. These holsters were sold at sporting goods
stores nationwide and online for about $65.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
holsters and contact Blackhawk at 888-343-7547 for a full refund.
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DIANA Stormrider Gen 2 Air Rifles
Hazard: The air rifle can unexpectedly
discharge even if the safety is engaged.
This can result in a serious injury or
death.
This recall involves the DIANA Stormrider Gen 2 Air Rifle with 2-stage adjustable trigger.
The recalled products are .177 and .22 caliber, pre-charged pneumatic air rifles that are
powered by a compressed air cylinder. “DIANA Stormrider” as well as the caliber and serial
number are printed on each affected air rifle. Air rifles with item numbers 1900001 and
1900101 and with serial number ranges of 2318220145032949E - 2318229955034368E and
2318229955075924I - 2318229955076323I are included in the recall. These rifles were sold at
air rifle retailers nationwide and online for about $220.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the DIANA Stormrider Gen 2 air rifles
and contact Air Venturi at 888-256-3253 to receive a free Trigger Upgrade repair kit and
installation instructions. The repair is made by removing the trigger guard, replacing the
current trigger with a new trigger and re-installing the trigger guard using the Allen Keys
provided in the Upgrade repair kit.

Mercane WideWheel Electric Kick Scooters
Hazard: The brake caliper can fail causing the rider to lose
control and suffer serious bodily harm, posing fall and injury
hazards.
This recall involves all Mercane WideWheel electric kick
scooters. The foldable electric scooters are gray aluminum
alloy and have four-inch-wide wheels. WideWheel and
Mercane are printed on the scooter’s platform. The recalled
scooters have a single 500W motor with an 8.8Ah battery or
dual 500W motors with a 13.2Ah battery. These scooters were
sold online for between $1,000 and $1,200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
electric scooters and contact fluidfreeride at 855-949-0192 for
a free repair.
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Stack-On Sentinel Gun Safe
Hazard: A bolt malfunction can cause the safe to open without
the use of a key or combination, allowing access to any firearms
stored inside, posing an injury hazard.
This recall involves the Stack-On Sentinel model safe. The black
steel safe is used to store firearms and valuables. It measures 40
inches by 25 inches by 55 inches. It has three shelves and can
store approximately ten firearms. The style number FSS18-64MB-E-S can be found on the shipping packaging. The “Sentinel”
name appears on the front of the safe. The safes were sold at
Dick’s Sporting Goods stores nationwide for about $700.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the safe
and contact Alpha Guardian at 833-255-9827 for instructions on receiving a free replacement
safe or a full refund.

O’Brien Performer Pro Combo Water Skis
Hazard: The skis can detach from the binding during a fall, allowing
the ski to break, posing an injury hazard to the user.
This recall involves O’Brien Performer Pro Combo Skis. These skis
have a binding mounted to a plastic plate that is then mounted on the
ski top. The skis were equipped with O’Brien’s X9 or Avid bindings,
printed on the bindings, and an aluminum fin. O’Brien’s Performer
Combo Skis, which are equipped with a plastic fin and O’Brien’s “X8”
binding, are unaffected by this recall. Affected item numbers include:
2111112, 2121100, 2141102, 2161102, and 2181104. These water skis
were sold at in sporting goods stores and online for about $300.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the Performer
Pro Combo Skis and contact O’Brien Watersports at 800-662-7436 for
a store credit or a full refund.
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Kawasaki Mule Pro-MX Off-Highway Utility Vehicles
Hazard: The vehicle’s oil cooler hoses can separate, and the
fuel tank cap gasket can crack allowing fuel to leak which
poses a fire hazard.
This recall involves 2019 Mule Pro MX utility vehicles,
models 700 EPS, 700 EPS LE and 700 Camo EPS. The
four-wheel, off-highway utility vehicles were sold in
camo, green, red, and white. They have side by side
seating for two people and automotive style controls. The
Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) is located on the
steel frame between the right, front lower A-arm mounts. Affected model codes and VIN
ranges include: Model code KAF700BKF/L with VIN range RGSW643AXKB120101 through
RGSW643A2KB130153, model code KAF700CKF/L with VIN range RGSW643A0KB140101
through RGSW643AXKB150182, and model code KAF700DKF/L with VIN range
RGSW643A1KB160101 through RGSW643A2KB170135. These vehicles were sold at
Kawasaki dealers nationwide for about $12,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled utility vehicles and contact
Kawasaki at 866-802-9381 to schedule a free repair.

Field & Stream Timberline Hang On Tree Stands
Hazard: The weld on the seats can break and cause the seat
to fall from the tree, posing a fall hazard.
This recall involves Field & Stream Timberline Hang On
Tree Stands. The tree stands are brown metal with a black
canvas seat and are used by hunters. The letters “HEH01566”
followed by “FS080117” or “FS090117” are printed on
the arm of the tree stand between the seat and the safety
platform. “Field & Stream” is printed on the bottom of the
canvas seat. These stands were sold at sporting good stores
nationwide and online for between $65 and $130.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled tree stands and return them
to the nearest DICK’s Sporting Goods or Field & Stream store for a full refund or store credit.
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KTM 50 SX and Husqvarna TC Motorcycles
Hazard: The throttle can become stuck in the open
position, posing a crash hazard to the rider.
This recall involves model year 2019 KTM 50 SX
and Husqvarna TC 50 closed course/competition
motorcycles with 50cc 2-cycle engines. Only model
year 2019 motorcycles that have the letter K in the
10th position of the vehicle identification number
which is located on the right side of the steering head
are included in the recall. The KTM motorcycles are orange and white with the KTM logo
on both sides of the radiator shrouds covering the fuel tank. The Husqvarna motorcycles
are white, blue, and yellow with the Husqvarna logo and TC 50 printed on both sides of the
radiator shrouds covering the fuel tank. These motorcycles were sold at KTM and Husqvarna
dealers for about $4,300.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop riding the recalled motorcycles and contact an
authorized KTM or Husqvarna Motorcycles dealer, respective of their motorcycle brand, to
schedule a free repair.

Arctic Cat Havoc Off-Highway Utility Vehicles
Hazard: Fuel can leak from the fuel line, posing a fire
hazard.
This recall involves Model Year 2019 Textron Havoc
off-highway utility vehicles manufactured by Arctic
Cat. The two-seat vehicles come in three color
combinations: Charcoal metallic/black, red/black
or white/black. The vehicles have Textron Off Road
printed on each side of the hood and Havoc on each
side of the rear cargo box. Vehicle identification
numbers (VIN) ending in 9007497 through 9007717 are included in this recall. The VIN
is stamped under the vehicle’s front hood. These vehicles were sold at Arctic Cat dealers
nationwide for between $14,000 and $18,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact Arctic
Cat at 800-279-6851 to schedule a free repair.
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Arctic Cat Stampede and Rustler Off-Highway Utility Vehicles
Hazard: The lower front suspension arm can
fail, posing a crash hazard.
This recall involves all model year 2018
Stampede and Rustler model side by side Arctic
Cat off-highway vehicles with VIN number
9003240 through 9004062. The recalled vehicles
were sold in multiple colors, have four wheels
and side-by-side seating for two or four people.
The Stampede models have Textron Off Road
on each side of the hood area and Stampede on each side of the box. The Rustler models have
Rustler 850 on each side of the hood area and 4X4 on each side of the box. The Vin number
is located under the front hood on all models. These vehicles were sold at Artic Cat dealers
nationwide for between $13,800 and $16,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ROVs and contact TSV/
Arctic Cat at 800-279-6851 to schedule a free repair.

Arctic Cat Havoc Recreational Off-Highway Vehicles
Hazard: The upper front suspension arms can
fail, posing a crash hazard.
This recall involves all model year 2018 and
2019 Textron Havoc recreational off-highway
vehicles manufactured by Arctic Cat. The twoseat vehicles come in four color combinations:
charcoal metallic/bronze, green/black, red/
black or white/black. The vehicles have Textron
Off Road printed on each side of the hood
and Havoc on each side of the rear cargo box.
These vehicles were sold at Arctic Cat dealers
nationwide for between $13,800 and $17,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact Arctic
Cat at 800-279-6851 to schedule a free repair.
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Polaris 2019 RZR XP 4 Turbo S Off-Highway Vehicles
Hazard: The brakes can fail, posing crash and injury
hazards.
This recall involves Model Year 2019 RZR XP Turbo
S recreational off-highway vehicles (ROVs), with
model numbers Z19VPL92AK, Z19VPL92AR,
Z19VPL92BK, Z19VPL92BR. The vehicles were
sold in blue and red. The vehicles have “POLARIS”
stamped on the front grill, along the bottom edge
of the passenger compartment and on the rear
light assembly; “TURBO S” on the front fenders and “POLARIS RZR” on the rear fenders.
The vehicle identification number (VIN) and model number can be found on a label affixed
to the vehicle frame in the left front wheel well. These vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers
nationwide for about $28,400.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ROVs and contact a Polaris
at 800-765-2747 to schedule a free repair.

American Honda Recreational Off-Highway Vehicles
Hazard: The throttle can stick in the open position,
posing crash and injury hazards.
This recall involves all model year 2016 through
2019 Honda Pioneer 1000 side-by-side vehicles.
The recalled vehicles were sold in various colors
including: red, blue, green, gray and yellow. The
name “HONDA” is on the front, sides and the rear of
the vehicle. The model name Pioneer 1000 is printed
on a label located on both sides of the vehicle, near
the rear. The serial number (VIN #) is stamped in
the frame at the left rear, below the tilt-up bed/seat. The following model numbers are being
recalled: 2016 model SXS10M3*, 2016 model SXS10M5*, 2017 model SXS10M3*, 2017 model
SXS10M5*, 2018 model SXS10M3*, 2018 model SXS10M5*, 2019 model SXS10M3*, and
2019 model SXS10M5*. These vehicles were sold at Honda dealers nationwide for between
$14,000 and $22,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ROVs and contact Honda at
866-784-1870 to schedule an appointment for a free inspection and repair.
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Super Jumper Trampolines
Hazard: The welds on the metal railings (legs) can fail,
posing fall and injury hazards.
This recall involves Super Jumper 14-foot trampolines,
and 14-foot and 16-foot combo trampolines with
enclosures sold without reinforcement clamps. The
Super Jumper logo is printed on the center of the
trampolines’ mat. The trampolines have a black mat,
gold springs and a blue pad covering the springs.
The 14-foot models have six metal legs and the 16-foot combo has eight metal legs. These
trampolines were sold online for between $200 and $400.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled trampolines and contact
Super Jumper at 866-757-3636 for a free repair kit which consists of reinforcement clamps
that clamp around the trampolines’ welded joints.

SSR Motorsports Off-Road Motorcycles
Hazard: The vehicle’s front fork assembly can fail
during use, causing the rider to lose control, and
result in a crash hazard.
This recall involves two-wheeled 2019 SSR
Motorsports competition off-road motorcycles with
model numbers SR70Auto, SR70C, SR110Semi/
DX, and SR125Auto. Only vehicles with the 2019
model year have the letter K in the 10th position
of the 17-digit VIN number stamped on the right
side of the steering stem. SSR Motorsports logo is printed on the left and right side panels of
the motorcycles. The motorcycles are black, white, red, orange, green, or blue. Their engine
displacements are stamped on the right side of the engine cylinder wall in respect to their
model numbers: 72cc, 107cc, and 124cc. VIN numbers can be verified through SSR dealers or
SSR Motorsports. These motorcycles were sold at SS dealers nationwide for between $800 and
$1,200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled off-road motorcycles and
contact SSR Motorsports at 866-267-6966 to schedule a free repair.
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Club Car Gas Carryall 300, Transporter, Villager Vehicles,
Streetrod Lux and Streetrod Vintage Vehicles
Hazard: Under continuous operations with low
speed idling periods and a full gas tank, the fuel
vent can allow fuel to leak, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves 2019 utility and transport
vehicles, which vary in size, models and colors
and are used for short-distance transportation.
The recalled vehicles can be identified by the
model and serial numbers. Serial numbers are
above and to the right of the accelerator pedal.
The model number is the first two letters of the serial number. Recalled models and serial
numbers include: Model CA300 with serial range MC1902- 939803 – MC1936-003158, model
Transporter with serial range MK1901-938752 – MK1936-001620, model Villager 6 with
serial range SE1903-941645 – SE1936-003004, model Villager 8 with serial range SF1902941407 – SF1936-003040, model Transporter XL with serial range SK1907-948159 – SK1932994341, model Transporter XLC with serial range ZV1908-949040 - ZV1928987110, model
Streetrod Lux with serial range SO1908-948943 – SO1908-948929, and model Streetrod
Vintage with serial range SO1902-939821 – SO1937-004374. These vehicles were sold at Club
Car and Streetrod dealers nationwide for between $8,000 and $20,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the vehicles and contact Club Car at
888-227-7925 to schedule a free repair.
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Club Car Precedent, Tempo, Onward and Villager Golf and
Transport Vehicles
Hazard: Fuel can leak from an improperly-routed
fuel line, posing fire and burn hazards.
This recall involves model year 2019 gas-powered
Precedent, Tempo, Onward and Villager golf
and transport vehicles, which are used for
short-distance transportation. Vehicles with the
following model and serial numbers are included
in the recall. Serial numbers are located above and
to the right of the accelerator pedal. The model
number is the first two letters of the serial number.
Affected models include the below:
Model Name
Tempo Gas
Tempo Gas 2 + 2
Onward 2 Pass Non-Lifted Gas
Onward 4 Pass Non-Lifted
Onward 4 Pass Lifted Gas
Precedent Villager 2 Gas
Precedent Gas EFI 2P
Precedent Villager 4 Gas
Onward 6 Pass Non-Lifted Gas
Onward 6 Pass Lifted Gas

Model Number
BX
BY
BQ
BS
BW
BJ
DF
DJ
AY
AW

Serial Number
BX1905-944274 to BX2003-039920
BY1910-953754 to BY2002-039481
BQ1924-981193 to BQ2003-041072
BS1910-953760 to BS2003-041012
BW1910-953767 to BW2003-041068
BJ1910-953915 to BJ2002-039525
DF1929-987941 to DF2002-039479
DJ1929-987934 to DJ1950-034968
AY1945-024474 to AY1949-033252
AW1945-024474 to AW2003-041004

These vehicles were sold at Club Car dealers nationwide for between $7,000 and $11,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the vehicles and contact Club Car at
888-227-7925 to schedule a free repair.
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Trek Kickstarter
Hazard: The steer tube clamp on the bike can
break, posing a fall hazard to children.
This recall involves all model year 2013 through
2019 Trek Kicksters. The bikes are made for
toddlers who are learning how to ride a two
wheeler. The kicksters do not have pedals so
children can focus on balancing. They come in
black, blue, red and pink and “TREK” is written on
the crossbar. These bicycles were sold nationwide
and online for about $170.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled bikes away from children and take
it to a Trek retailer for a free repair.
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Yamaha Grizzly ATVs and Wolverine X2 Side-by-Side Vehicles
(ROV)
Hazard: Purchasers were given a defective owner’s
manual which shows the correct model on the
cover, but the contents are for another model.
This recall involves various models of 2019 model
Grizzly ATVs and Wolverine X2 Side-by-Side
vehicles (ROVs). The prefix and serial number of
the vehicles are stamped into the frame as part
of the Vehicle Identification Number (VIN). The
VIN is located on the left front frame on ATVs
and the left rear frame on side-by-sides (ROVs).
The prefix is the 4th through 8th digit of the VIN, and the serial number is the last six digits.
Model, prefix and serial numbers are listed in this chart. Yamaha and either the Grizzly or
Wolverine X2 are printed on the side of the vehicles. The model number is printed on the
vehicle’s emission control information label.
Grizzly ATVs affected include:
MODEL
YFM70GPAK
YFM70GPHK

YFM70GPLK

90

PRIMARY ID NUMBER
PREFIX
FROM
AMK33
100491
AMH23
100891
100958
100976
AMK23
100791
100971
101021
101106
101166
101256
101296

TO
100700
100957
100962
101125
100810
100990
101085
101125
101225
101275
101345
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Wolverine X2 Side-by-Side Vehicles (ROVs) affected include:
MODEL
YXE85WPSK

YXE85WPHK
YXE85WPAK

YXE85WPLK

YXE85WPBK

PRIMARY ID NUMBER
PREFIX
FROM
AN27Y
101261
101441
101691
AN27Y
101481
AN27Y
101341
101789
101771
AN27Y
101491
101741
101861
AN26Y
100261

TO
101290
101480
101740
101490
101440
101860
101788
101690
101770
101870
100460

These vehicles were sold at Yamaha dealers nationwide for between $9,900 and $10,500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact Yamaha at 800-962-7926 for a free
replacement owner’s manual.

VO2 S Inline Skates
Hazard: The skate axle can become loose or a
portion of the axle can sheer off during use resulting
in a wheel separating from the skate’s frame, posing a
fall hazard.
This recall involves the following K2 Sports skate
models. K2 is printed on the toe and wheels of the
skates and the model name is printed on the label
found on the tongue of the skate as well as the Velcro ankle strap. The Item Number can be
found on the product ID sticker on the skate packaging and is the first ten numbers of the
thirteen-digit product code (PROD CODE). Affected codes include: I190201101, I190201201,
I190201301, I190201401, and I190201501. These skates were sold at stores nationwide and
online for between $280 and $300.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled skates and contact K2 Sports
at 866-734-5746 or the store where purchased to return the skates for a free repair.
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Yamaha Golf Cars, Personal Transportation and Specialty
Vehicles
Hazard: The module that regulates power to
the vehicle’s USB ports can overheat and melt,
posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves the following model
year 2017 through 2019 golf cars, personal
transportation and specialty vehicles and utility
vehicles. The vehicles were sold in various
colors including blue, green, red, white, tan
and silver. The model and serial number can
be found on a label under the seat or cargo bed
on the left or right side. The below models are
included in the recall:
Model Year
2017

Model Name
Drive2 Fleet DC (J0C1)
Drive2 Fleet AC (J0J1)
Adventurer Two AC (JW33)

Model Prefix
J0C
J0J
JW3

Serial Number Range
0000103
0011333
0000103
0002000
0200166
0200213

2018

Drive2 Fleet DC (J0C2)
Drive2 Fleet AC (J0J2)
Adventurer Two AC (JW34)

J0C
J0J
JW3

0100112
0100110
0300166

0111700
0102099
0300214

2019

Drive2 Fleet DC (J0C3)
UMAX TWO AC (J0H1)
UMAX Rally AC (J0N1)
UMAX Rally 2+2 AC (J0R1)

J0C
J0H
J0N
J0R

0200101
0000145
0000116
0000101

0210200
0000493
0000147
0000180

These vehicles were sold at Yamaha dealers nationwide for between $6,000 and $11,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the USB charging device in the recalled
vehicles and contact Yamaha at 866-747-4027 to schedule a free repair.
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John Deere XUV835 Gator Utility Vehicles
Hazard: The plastic sheathing on the throttle cable
can melt due to improper routing, causing the
throttle to stick. This could result in the operator not
being able to stop the vehicle, posing a crash hazard.
This recall involves John Deere Gator utility vehicles
with model number “XUV835” printed on the
hood. “John Deere” and “Gator” are printed on
the cargo box. The serial number is located on the
frame directly above right front tire and begins with
1M0835 and falls within the ranges on the chart
below. The recalled utility vehicles were sold in green
and yellow, olive drab and camouflage and have side-by-side seating for two or three people,
depending on the seat option. The following serial numbers and number ranges are included
in the recall: 1M0835ExxxM010001 - 1M0835ExxxM020413, 1M0835MxxxM010001
- 1M0835MxxxM022741, 1M0835RxxxM010001 - 1M0835RxxxM023115,
1M0835EAPMM560107, 1M0835MECLM544103, 1M0835MAPMM560108,
1M0835RBCLM544102, 1M0835RATMM560102, 1M0835RAPMM560103,
1M0835RAKMM560104, and 1M0835RAJMM560105. These vehicles were sold at John Deere
dealers nationwide for between $13,860 and $22,930.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact John
Deere at 800-537-8233 for a free inspection and repair of improperly routed throttle cables.
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Toys
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Manhattan Toy Children’s Soft Books
Hazard: A metal grommet used to attach a fabric flap to a
page in the book can detach, posing a choking hazard to
young children.
This recall involves “Find the Bear” soft fabric books with
a variety of fabric flaps sewn or attached to the pages. The
front cover has blue and purple horizontal stripes and
a panda bear’s face sewn on. The Manhattan Toy logo is
printed on a sewn-in label on the side of the book. Lot code
“208150 AJ” is printed on another sewn-in label. These
books were sold nationwide and online for about $18.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled books away from children, stop
using them and return it to the place of purchase or contact Manhattan Toy at 800-541-1345
for a full refund.

Fisher-Price Power Wheels Barbie Dream Campers
Hazard: The children’s ride-on Power Wheels
can continue to run after the foot pedal is
released, posing an injury hazard.
This recall involves children’s Power Wheels
Barbie Dream Campers with model number
FRC29 with a grey foot pedal. The recalled
ride-on vehicles are hot pink with blue accents
and have the Barbie logo printed on the back.
They are battery-operated and have a play
kitchen, a fold out grill and pretend campfire.
The model number is printed on a label under
the hood. These campers were sold exclusively at Walmart stores and on Walmart.com for
about $400.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled Power Wheels away from children,
stop using them and contact Fisher-Price at 800-348-0751 for a free repair.
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Safety Goggles Sold with Throw Throw Burrito Extreme Going
Pro Edition Dodgeball Card Game Sets
Hazard: The goggles contain glass lenses, posing a
laceration hazard if shattered.
This recall involves safety goggles sold with the
prototype Throw Throw Burrito Extreme Going
Pro Edition Dodgeball Card Outdoor Game sets.
The goggles were sold with the game sets in a neon
orange nylon drawstring backpack with the name of the game in black lettering. The outdoor
game sets were sold online exclusively at Kickstarter.com for about $85.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled Extreme Edition goggles
and use scissors to cut the goggles down the flexible plastic center (above the nose bridge) and
through the elastic strap. Exploding Kittens will replace the goggles with new safety-tested
goggles upon receipt of an email with consumers’ mailing address and an image proving
goggles have been destroyed. Email Support@ExplodingKittens.com.

Flying Tiger Wooden Train Carts
Hazard: The steam dome on the toy train’s
engine car can come loose, posing a choking
hazard.
This recall involves all five pieces of the
wooden toy train carts. The train carts have a blue base, and colorful wagon on top, as either
the front part of the train, with two steam domes, an apple cart, a wood log cart, a milk cart
and a caboose cart. All train carts were sold with a white label, which was placed around
each cart with a nylon string. The model number (3010874) and batch number (211693US)
is printed on the label. Each piece has been sold individually. These toys were sold at Flying
Tiger Copenhagen stores nationwide for about $2.
Remedy: Consumers should take the recalled toy train cart away from children immediately
and return it to the nearest Flying Tiger Copenhagen store for a full refund.
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Bullseye’s Playground Wooden Toy Vehicles
Hazard: The wheels on the vehicles can detach, posing a
choking hazard to children
This recall includes the Bullseye’s Playground toy
vehicles. The vehicles were sold individually in stores
and as an 8-pack assortment online. The vehicles include
a caboose, Santa in sleigh, ice cream truck/food truck,
train, police car, fire truck, taxi, and digger. The item
number, DPCI (model number), and UPC can all be
found on a white sticker placed on the bottom of each
vehicle. Item numbers included in the recall include:
89304, 89297, 89298, 89301, 89303, 89302, 89300, and 89299. These toys were sold exclusively
at Target stores nationwide and online for about $1 for individual vehicles and about $8 for
the 8-pack of all vehicles.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled toys away from children and
return the toys to any Target store for a full refund.

Playtive Junior Wooden Grasping Toy
Hazard: The wooden wheels can detach and release
small parts, posing a choking hazard to young
children.
This recall includes the Playtive Junior Wooden
Grasping Toy. The grasping toy is made of wood
in the shape of an elephant with four blue wheels
on the bottom. There is a space in the center of the
toy. The model number, HG04414, is located on the
underside of the toy. These toys were sold at Lidl
stores for about $4.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled toys and return the product
to any Lidl store for a full refund.
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Forky 11” Plush Toys
Hazard: The “googly” plastic eyes on the toy can detach,
posing a choking hazard to young children.
This recall involves an 11-inch “Forky” plush toy from Disney
Pixar’s Toy Story 4. The toy has poseable arms, a base, rainbow
screen art on top of foot and plastic rolling “googly” eyes. The
eyes are comprised of three parts; a white plastic base, a clear
plastic dome and a small black plastic disc within the dome,
which represents the character’s pupil. The tracking code
information is included on the sewn in label attached to the
base of the toy. Affected tracking codes include: FAC-02486818338, FAC-024868-19032, FAC-024868-19060, and FAC024868-19091.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled toy away from children and return
it to any Disney Store retail location, Walt Disney World, or Disneyland Resort theme park
retail store location for a full refund.

Ubbi Connecting Bath Toys
Hazard: The recalled toys can break and create a sharp point,
posing laceration and choking hazards to young children.
This recall involves Ubbi Connecting Bath Toys. The toys are
plastic with a big circle in the middle with an engraved smiley
face attached to six smaller circles. The toys can be connected
to one another. They were sold in a set of six pieces in red,
orange, yellow, navy, blue, and green colors. They were also
sold in an Ubbi Bath Toy Gift Set, which includes four sets of
bath toys, including the Ubbi Connecting Bath Toy. These toys
were sold in stores and online for between $8 and $40.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled Ubbi Connecting Bath Toys away
from children and contact Pearhead at 718-422-0592 for a full refund and a free replacement
Ubbi Squeeze Bath Toy.
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Beaufort Bonnet Company Handmade Knit Dolls
Hazard: A sewing needle was discovered in the stuffing of one
of the handmade knit dolls, posing a puncture injury hazard.
This recall includes stuffed knit doll toys styled and named
according to animal themes. Knit dolls sold under the
following style names have been recalled: Drayton Hall Hare,
Ellie Mae the Cat, Frat E. Fox, Giftmore the Mouse, Gull to
Bed, Iwant A. Hippopotamus, Imma Bunny, King Charles
Wooford, Lady Lullaby, Lily Pad Prince, Lionel the Lion,
McDuffie the Duck, Morris Mallard, P. Nutt, Pudge the Pig,
Shellebrate, Sill E. Goose, Ted E. Bearington, Waldorf Wabbit,
Waverly Wabbit, Woodmont Wabbit, and Wooly. These dolls
were sold in stores and online for between $40 and $65.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the knit
dolls and contact The Beaufort Bonnet Company at
833-964-1456 to receive a full refund in the form of a gift card.
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Related Resources
Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services –
www.FDACS.gov/ConsumerServices
Provides information about Florida’s agriculture industry as well as charities
registered to solicit funds in Florida

Florida Department of Health – www.FloridaHealth.gov
Provides information about meat, poultry, and other recalls that may affect
Floridians

U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission – www.CPSC.gov
Provides a comprehensive list of items recalled by their manufacturers

U.S. Department of Agriculture – www.USDA.gov
Provides information about meat and poultry recalls, food security, and health
tips

U.S. Food and Drug Administration – www.FDA.gov
Provides information on food, pet food, drug, and medical equipment recalls

Better Business Bureau – www.BBB.org
Provides information on legitimacy of charities and other organizations and
businesses
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PL-01 The Capitol
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1050
850-414-3300
www.MyFloridaLegal.com

